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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. Affective states: modelling human emotional  
states in animals 

 
1.1.1. Affective states and mood disorders in humans 

 
Affective processes are ever-present in our existence and, because they infuse 
our thoughts and actions with valence, their dynamics gives us both the highs of 
bliss and the lows of woe. My dissertation deals with animal models of human 
affective states and their dysfunctions, nevertheless, before submerging into the 
field of comparative psychology a little exposé on our understanding of human 
affective states is in order. Firstly, a brief definitional summary of operational 
terms is presented. From the functional perspective emotions are defined as 
mechanisms for biasing and modulating actions, whilst moods modulate and 
bias cognitions [1]. We can also differentiate between mood and emotions in 
the temporal dimension. Mood is always present in conscious organism, whilst 
emotions are more volatile and occur against the background of present mood. 
A particular composition of prevalent moods and emotional reactivity in an 
organism can be attributed to its affective style and is based on a unique organi-
sation of the nervous system, both in its architecture and dynamics [1].  

Though emotional reactivity is important for the nosology and pathogenesis 
of some human psychiatric diseases, hereafter I would concentrate primarily on 
moods and affective styles, as these concepts are easier to operationally trans-
late into the realm of infrahuman species, although the fine-tuning of our under-
standing of the emotional valence behind ultrasonic vocalisations in rodents 
(this topic will be discussed in its own chapter) and their emotion-specific facial 
expressions [2] promises breakthroughs in modelling momentary affective 
processes.  

Due to the similar evolutionary pressures on different organisms and their 
social organisation, as well as the homology in the basic blueprint of the central 
nervous system in mammals, we can expect a certain evolutionary continuity in 
affective processes. The basic affective state-control functions that generate 
fundamental emotional and motivational feelings are shared among different 
taxa in animal kingdom [3, 4]. Prolonged periods of low mood are a common 
feature of life for many people and the extent to which we can model such 
phenomena in animals is an important scientific endeavour. 

Depressed mood can be understood as a diffuse negative affect with an ac-
companying low motivation to undertake actions or postulate goals (especially 
socially motivated) and to relate to the environment [5]. Clinical depression is 
defined by the high frequency of negative mood states (which can be described 
by adjectives upset, angry, guilty, afraid, sad, scornful, disgusted, and worried) 
and the low incidence of positive mood states, which is generally expressed by 
the lack of motivation, feelings of fatigue and languor [6]. Markedly diminished 
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interest and pleasure in all or most activities or anhedonia is another core symp-
tom [7, 8]. At least one of the core symptoms must be accompanied by at least 4 
other symptoms such as weight change [9], sleep disturbances [10], psycho-
motor agitation or retardation [11], loss of energy [12], inappropriate guilt [13], 
diminished ability to concentrate [14], and suicidal ideation [15, 16]. Depres-
sion can be differentiated from disorders of anxiety spectrum by the lack of 
physiological hyperarousal and the presence of low positive affectivity, 
although a significant number of patients meet the criteria for both diagnoses 
[6], and the situation becomes more muddled in case of melancholia. A severe 
form of clinical depression without an apparent psychogenic cause is histori-
cally called melancholia. Melancholia is a recurrent and drug-resistant affliction 
in humans. Characteristic of melancholia is a severe disruption of vegetative 
functions such as the loss of appetite, reduced sex drive, and disturbances in 
circadian rhythms [17]. These outputs are easily measurable across species; 
hence the identification of individual animals showing appropriate depressive 
phenotype, combined with their resistance to antidepressants, may facilitate our 
ability to model the severe forms of mood disorders.  

The economic burden of depression is high, not only in terms of the direct 
costs of treatment, but also because of indirect costs associated with premature 
mortality and deteriorated health. Depression is the leading cause of absen-
teeism and reduced productivity at work [18]. The cost of depression to em-
ployers, particularly the cost of lost productivity, is as great or greater than the 
cost of such common chronic medical conditions as diabetes mellitus, heart 
disease, hypertension and back problems; the combination of depressive and 
other common illnesses is particularly costly [19]. The severity of clinical 
depression and its resistance to treatment are both significantly associated with 
increased use of mental health services and economic burden [20, 21]. In year 
2005, the total cost of clinical depression to Swedish society was estimated at 
€3.5 billion, of which indirect costs were estimated at €3 billion (86% of total 
costs) and direct costs at €500 million (14%). Cost of medicaments was 
marginal at €100 million (3% of total economic burden) [22]. The 12-month 
prevalence of any mood disorder, estimated from the latest WHO World Mental 
Health (WMH) survey data, that was gathered by administering Composite 
International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI), was estimated to be at 5.1% (In 
Europe the spread was from 3.3% in Spain to 9% in Ukraine) [23]. Overall, 
mental disorders were associated with higher disability in social and personal 
spheres, whereas disability in economic activity was generally comparable for 
mental and physical disorders [24]. This brief overview paints a grim picture of 
the rising incidence and economic burden of mood disorders. Next I will give a 
very general summary of major pathophysiological findings associated with 
clinical depression.  

Diagnostic criteria for depression concentrate on diagnosing a single epi-
sode, but the clinical reality is that depression is also a recurrent disorder, where 
the likelihood of a subsequent episode increases with each additional episode, 
suggesting some kind of rarely reversible and deepening dysfunction. For 
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example, in a longitudinal follow-up study of people who recovered from the 
first episode of clinical depression, recurrence occurred in 85% of the cases; 
significantly, the recurrence was 58% in subjects who remained healthy for at 
least 5 years [25]. Anatomically, the reduction of the tissue volume in several 
brain regions such as hippocampus [26–28], basal ganglia [29–31], amygdala 
[32] (although an increase has also been shown in young women with resent-
onset depression [33]), and various cortical areas [34–36], as well as increase in 
the ventricular size [37], have been reported. It seems that patientʼs age, poor 
response to antidepressants, the recurrent clinical history of depression, and the 
severity of sympomatology, are all associated with a greater risk of cerebral 
atrophy [38–40]. Reductions in cortical volume are mainly caused by the re-
duced density of astrocytes and other glial abnormalities [41–43] that may 
account for alterations in glutamate/GABA neurotransmission in depression 
[44, 45]. 

Neuroimaging studies generally show an increase in metabolic activity (if 
necessary corrections for volumetric neuronal tissue loss have been imple-
mented) in amygdala (often more so on the left) [46, 47], subgenual and peri-
genual parts of anterior cingulate cortex [48, 49], ventromedial prefrontal cortex 
[50], and medial thalamus [51, 52]. Recent meta-analysis also suggests resting 
state hyperactivity in pallidum/putamen, and several midbrain regions including 
VTA, substantia nigra, PAG and tectum [53].  In contrast, a reduced metabolic 
activity has been generally observed in dorsomedial and dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex, posterior cingulate, anterior insula, temporal cortex, and hippocampus 
(reviewed in [54, 55]). Dysregulation of functional brain connectivity between 
the limbic system and hierarchically higher control centres have been proposed 
as a mechanism to account for the changes in regional metabolic activity in the 
brain during clinical depression [51, 56]. 

Several information processing abnormalities, especially when information 
is emotionally valenced, have also been observed in clinical depression. De-
pressed people have easier access to sad memories [57], and they exhibit a more 
pronounced bias for negativity in information processing [58], as well as re-
duced positive self-judgment bias [59]. Changes in the neuronal activity during 
memory encoding and retrieval [60], as well as reduced activation of striatal 
reward regions during reward selection, anticipation, and feedback have been 
reported in the depressed subjects [61]. 

Despite all of the unpleasantness associated with having a mood disorder, 
chronic negative affective states are a common occurrence in human popu-
lations. We can hypothesise that a relaxed evolutionary selection has something 
to do with an increased burden of mood disorders in the developed world, but 
depression was always a part of the human existence, as far as our cultural me-
mory could reach back in time. And mood disorders are not some kind of epi-
phenomenon either, because in their most debilitating and chronic form, they 
are associated with a global change in personality and behaviour [62], and 
therefore have deep evolutionary origins and also impose at least some selectio-
nal constraints.    
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A limited adaptive phenotypic plasticity may explain the persistence of inter-
individual variation in behavioural phenotypes and affective styles from an 
evolutionary standpoint as a balancing act between the costs of a larger plasti-
city and the rigidity of constraints on change [63], and give credence to our as-
sumption that low mood states are also an apposite construct for describing, 
studying, and modelling in infrahuman animals.     

 
 

1.1.2. Translational research of affective states  
 

1.1.2.1. Concept of endophenotype and behavioural modelling 
 

In the 1969, in a review paper on the state of animal research pertinent to hu-
man mood disorders, an idea of genetically selected animal breeds was 
presented: “There are no data concerning whether it might be possible to breed 
for animals prone to have depressive disturbances. If experiments showed this 
to be possible, the use of such animals would facilitate the creation of an 
experimental animal model of depression” [64: 246].  It also laid down a set of 
minimal requirements of an animal model of human clinical depression: ani-
mals forming social bonds are required to experience depressive emotions, 
symptoms exhibited by model organism should at least somewhat overlap with 
human clinical syndrome and have similar aetiology and physiological basis, 
model produces observable changes in animal behaviour that can be objectively 
recorded, independent observers should be able agree on objective evaluation 
criteria and reproduce the model, treatments effective in humans should also 
work in animals [64]. An additional approach to evaluate a prospective animal 
model of human depression is to assess it based on three types of validity: face 
validity for evaluating phenomenological similarities between the model and 
the condition being modelled, predictive validity for inventing novel treatments 
successfully applicable to human patients, and construct validity to ascertain the 
theoretical rationale for homology between human pathology and animal model 
of it [65]. 

The term “endophenotype” originates from the field of insect genetics from 
the paper [66] about the role of chromosomes in genetic diversity and spe-
ciation. “Endophenotype” was coined to describe those parts of phenotypic 
variation that are not captured by genes themselves, such as the effects of chro-
mosomal mutations on meiosis [66]. Thereafter, the term “endophenotype” was 
adopted into psychiatric genetics, possibly as a result of misreading of the 
original paper [67], and came to signify more elementary phenomena associated 
with psychiatric conditions, for which it would be easier to identify genetic 
mechanisms [68]. Endophenotypes may not have clear-cut genetic under-
pinnings, however. They can be conceptualised as probabilistically associated 
biological traits, markers, or micropathologies; that either contribute to the 
emergence of psychiatric illness, or share some causal mechanism with it. 
Frustrations with a divide between clinical and preclinical sciences due to 
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heterogeneous definitions of psychiatric disorders with respect to their aetiology 
and pathophysiology by currently employed diagnostic schemes have lead to an 
increase in the importance of the endophenotype-centric approach in basic re-
search. Influential criteria for evaluating phenotypes states that an endopheno-
type is: 1) associated with illness in the population, 2) heritable, 3) state-inde-
pendent, 4) co-segregated with illness within families, and 5) found in un-
affected relatives at a higher rate than in the general population [69].  

 
   

1.1.2.2. Genetic animal models 
 

Last decade the prototypical species for genetic manipulations have been mice, 
although their role starts to decline due to the introduction of even simpler 
model organisms. Knockout and transgenic mice are very useful for deter-
mining the role of a specific gene in the CNS development and functioning.  
Most of such models are global in a sense that gene inactivation is constitutive 
and affects an entire organism from the beginning of its development at the pre-
natal stage. With the progress of genetic engineering methods various condi-
tional genetic models, controlling for an onset and even a location of a target 
gene activation or inactivation, have been developed and they are gaining in 
popularity.  

The development of inbred mouse strains, in which all individual mice are 
homozygous for all loci, enabled to introduce congenic strains that differ only 
in single locus [70]. Thereafter, congenic mice can be compared to the original 
background strain to determine whether they are phenotypically different, if 
selection was for a genotypic region, or to identify the critical genetic locus, if 
selection was for a phenotype. The strain, and, therefore, the genetic back-
ground, onto which a mutation is backcrossed, can affect the detection of a 
depression-related phenotype in a mutant mouse. Genetic background can affect 
a mutant phenotype in a number of ways: 1) by providing an inappropriate 
baseline level of target behaviour in wild-type controls, 2) via the unwanted 
contribution of flanking genes extant from the embryonic stem cell donor strain, 
and 3) via complex functional interactions between the mutation and back-
ground genes [71]. 

It is important to have an adequate background strain for comparison is 
search of phenotypic effects of genetic mutation, otherwise these effects can be 
masked by the unaccounted baseline differences in the behaviour of strains with 
different genetic background. Backcrossing to the different inbred strains will 
produce different phenotypes for the same genetic mutation. Ideally, mutation 
should be implemented in several inbred strains and a full battery of beha-
vioural tasks should be used to evaluate the phenotypic variation [72]. Use of 
multiple behavioural tests is necessary, because the tests themselves measure 
different subsets and combinations of target behaviours. For example, the 
pattern of differences between mouse strains in anxiety-like behaviour is depen-
dent on the task used [73]. There are a number of cases of mutant mice that 
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show anxiety-related abnormalities only on some standardised tests, hence this 
abnormalities can go undetected if incomplete test battery is administered [71]. 
Another issue is an inter- [74, 75] and intra-laboratory [76, 77] variability in 
behavioural results obtained in otherwise standardised conditions, suggesting 
the importance of animalʼs environmental background and life history on its 
phenotypic expression. Systemic environmental variation of laboratory condi-
tions increases the robustness and external validity of the results attributable to 
genetic manipulations, therefore, behavioural variability generated on the same 
genetic background is inevitable and multiple testing is needed to properly as-
sess the genetic contribution and avoid false positives [78, 79]. Genetic muta-
tions can affect the expression pattern of neighbouring genes and produce com-
pensatory mechanisms that are dependent on recipientʼs genetic background 
and techniques of gene manipulation. Compensatory mechanisms can occlude 
the normal function of a molecule in neural circuits mediating emotion-related 
behaviours, however, these compensatory mechanisms might work in a similar 
fashion in case of human detrimental genetic mutations, so that many of the 
difficulties in identifying the causative genetic factors in aetiology of mood dis-
orders are shared with our infrahuman model species. It is misleading to think 
that the abnormal phenotype is the product of a single mutation; in many cases 
the effect is actually polygenic (caused by the induced mutation in combination 
with effects from many other loci) [80]. 

Genetic animal models are able to successfully emulate human psychiatric 
disorders to the extent of evolutionary continuity of species that is preserved on 
the levels of physiology and biochemistry, as well as on the level of behaviour, 
where the identification of specific elements, conserved across species, such as 
impulsivity, set-shifting, memory function and anticipatory motivation, will 
help to properly evaluate a particular phenotype and relate it to the human 
endophenotypes of mood disorders [81]. Interactions between these elements or 
ʼbehavioural domainsʼ are far from trivial and therefore assessment of a maxi-
mum number of behavioural domains during behavioural testing and matching 
them to clinically relevant ʼinterplayʼ characteristics of the disorder patho-
genesis, comorbidity, and risk factors will help to develop better animal models 
and identify neural substrates of usually overlooked disorder subtypes [82, 83]. 
Unless experimentally proven wrong, we can assume that genetic effects on 
behaviour attributable to gene knockout in mice are subject to comparable set of 
complications, gene-environment and epistatic interactions that characterise 
genetic effects in psychiatric illness.  

Traditionally, the majority of mouse knockouts are generated using em-
bryonic stem (ES) cells derived from the several substrains of 129 mice [84]. 
This practice might be problematic in some areas as the most popular ES cell 
donors (129/Sv, 129/J, and 129/Ola) are all reported to exhibit a number of 
peculiar physiological, behavioural and anatomical characteristics such as poor 
performance in Morris water maze [85] and conditioned active avoidance [86], 
dysgenesis of the corpus callosum [85], as well as low baseline preference for 
sweet tasting substances [87]. The 129/Ola substrain performs relatively 
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normally in cognitive tasks, shows open-arm preference in the elevated plus-
maze, and is less active in the open field [88]. 

Genetic models are useful for studying the systemic changes in biochemistry 
and behaviour due to the reduction in bioavailability of an important compound. 
In the thesis, the heterozygous knockout of one of the proteins responsible for 
glutamate synaptic delivery was utilised. Glutamate is the major excitatory 
neurotransmitter in CNS and is used by about one half of all neurons. Vesicular 
glutamate transporters (VGLUTs) package cytoplasmic glutamate into vesicles, 
employing a proton electrochemical gradient generated by vacuolar ATPase, for 
later synaptic release. One of the main isoforms, VGLUT1 is expressed in 
glutamatergic neurons and preferentially localised in neocortex, limbic 
forebrain, hippocampus, thalamus, and cerebellum [89]. Mice, heterozygous for 
VGLUT1 (VGLUT1+/–), exhibit decreased cortical and hippocampal levels 
(35%–45%) of the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA, together with the 
increased immobility in FST [90]. Decreased GABA levels in certain brain 
regions may serve as an endophenotype of human clinical depression [53], 
hence VGLUT1+/– mice represent a genetic animal model of the vulnerability 
to prolonged stress.   

 
 

1.1.3. Environmental factors 
 

1.1.3.1. Stress 
 

Every living organism has to strive for optimal level of functioning in order to 
survive and reproduce. Hans Selye has defined stress in the biological sense as 
an interaction between damage and defence in a context of general adaptation 
syndrome [91]. General adaptation syndrome is an idealised way to describe an 
ability of any organism to adapt itself to changes in its surroundings, whilst in 
practice we observe a superimposition of organismʼs responses to concrete 
stressors that modify the particular course of a general adaptation syndrome 
[91]. Psychological well-being as measured against the backdrop of ideal state 
of functioning is conceptually and phenomenologically distanced from physio-
logical reactions to well defined stressors and, therefore, is better understood 
through general level of experienced systemic stress or strain. Stress, thus 
understood, is primarily not a causative factor of psychological state, but a 
descriptive term for a mismatch between ideal and present adaptation. Stress is 
an intrinsic diagnostic marker of well-being for an organism and has a well-
defined substrate in hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. Stress as per-
ceived by organism can become a causative factor in its own right and either 
enhance coping and therefore diminish itself in the future, or lead to self-
amplification and psychopathology.     

It is well established that stressful life events are more likely to occur in 
depressed patients prior to the onset of the illness than in general population, 
and this effect is independent of individual affective predispositions and clinical 
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history of mood disorders [92, 93]. Effects of social depressogenic life events 
differ in their impact in males and females: males are more prone to work and 
family related stressors, whilst women suffer more strongly from problems in 
getting along with individuals in their proximal network [94]. Females are more 
likely to succumb to depression in low stress exposure conditions [95]. Potency 
of stressful life events is also mediated by genetic predispositions, including 
personality traits such as neuroticism [95]. However, it should be kept in mind 
that most of the people do not develop clinical depression after a major stressful 
life event.  

In many cases we cannot identify a contribution of a single life event leading 
to the depression, and, especially, in cases of more than one episode of depres-
sion over the lifetime, the chronic stress milieu, in conjunction with coping sty-
les and reactivity dimensions of personality, may have some predictive utility 
[96]. Differences in perceived chronic stress may also account for a gender gap 
in depression [97]. 

Kindling/sensitisation model of recurrent depression [98] predicts that each 
episode of depression causes neurobiological changes that make future episodes 
of depression more likely for reasons intrinsic to the functioning of an orga-
nism, and association between stressful life events and any additional episode of 
depression should weaken accordingly. Kindling model of recurrent depression 
has received mixed experimental support and remains plagued by uncertainties 
in definition of depression and ability to separate contribution of chronic stress 
over more proximate stressors. Diathesis-stress model of depression predicts 
that stress is a primary initiator of depression, however, the reality of being de-
pressed, especially having recurring depression, points to bidirectional causality 
between illness and the level of stress. History of depression increases the 
likelihood of having both objectively more stressful non-fateful life events and 
also the psychological strain [99], locking affected people into self-perpetuating 
cycle of depression and stress and, thus, negatively affecting their work, social 
and family functioning. Predisposition towards generating stressful atmosphere 
in oneʼs life, depression and personality trait of neuroticism may all have shared 
genetic basis [95, 100].  

In laboratory settings, uncontrollable stressors and social tasks, containing 
potential performance appraisal by other people, are reliably associated with 
elevated release of cortisol and adrenocorticotropin hormone (ACTH) [101]. 
Higher morning cortisol levels in women predict onset of depression indepen-
dently of stressful life events [102]. Unipolar depression is characterised not 
only by higher cortisol levels, but also by shift in the circadian profile of the 
cortisol and ACTH release, as peak release is occurring earlier than in un-
affected population [103]. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), saliva, and urinary levels 
of cortisol are predictive of symptomatic severity of depression irrespective of 
sex and age factors [104–106]. Some studies, however, cast doubt on the 
straightforward association between HPA axis hyperactivity and depression 
[107–109]. Severity of anxiety- and anhedonia-related symptomatology may 
have a mediating effect [110, 111]. Adverse childhood conditions or significant 
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events, such as a loss of mother, have predictive effect on a likelihood of adult 
depression [112] and amplify HPA axis reactivity to a psychosocial stressor 
[113].  

Overall, we can conclude that at least a sizeable share of human mood 
disorders are either directly caused or aggravated by stressful life events, either 
real or perceived as such, and stress effect are mediated by genetic and epi-
genetic history. In the second part of the chapter I will give a quick historical 
overview of the animal models of mood disorders with a more thorough account 
of the Chronic Variable Stress (CVS) model and selection for inter-individual 
differences in vulnerability to stressful manipulations.     

The earliest animal experiments that consistently produced emotional dis-
turbances (which were reactive protest behaviours and agitation if experimental 
manipulation was short, and became more inhibited and depressive on longer 
manipulations) were maternal and social separation experiments primarily 
conducted with primates [114, 115]. Various emotional disturbances were 
recorded in both mothers and infants, such as crying, decreased play and social 
interaction with peers, screaming, physical withdrawal, motor agitation, reduced 
appetite, and sleep disorders that were more pronounced in infants compared to 
mothers and reminded of many similar disturbances in human mood disorders 
(see [64] for review). It is unclear, however, how well reactions to a very 
specific, potentially life-threatening situation in infants of different animal spe-
cies translate to human clinical depression. It was suggested, that they cor-
respond to anaclitic depression [116], which is rather rare in humans. In the 
1970s, many other models started to appear and primate infant separation 
studies fell out of vogue. With the advent of modern neuropsychopharmaco-
logy, the primary concern shifted from understanding the mechanisms of patho-
logy to developing animal models with a good predictive validity in deter-
mining potential future antidepressants. Rodents were more evolutionarily 
distant from humans, but much cheaper to maintain and perform experiments 
on, they were also readily amenable to selective breeding and genetic mani-
pulations. 

The next big study paradigm that was partially adopted as a model of human 
depression, but never quite made it, was the idea of submitting animals to 
inescapable electric shocks, or tethering them in pairs, in which only one animal 
has the ability to perform an escape response and terminate delivery of shock to 
both itself and its “yoked” partner. The learned helplessness (LH) hypothesis 
asserts that during exposure to uncontrollable stressors, animal learns of the 
lack of contingency between its responses and the outcome [117, 118], and it is 
the state of the lack of control and powerlessness, rather than a direct as-
sociation between stimulus and outcome, that governs animalʼs subsequent be-
haviour in many behavioural domains. Animals exposed to uncontrollable, 
usually painful or otherwise actively aversive, stressors exhibit deficits in three 
areas: 1) motivation, as after inescapable stress animals have a reduced 
tendency to initiate subsequent escape, 2) cognition, as animals have a harder 
time learning future contingencies between their escape behaviour and outcome, 
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3) affectivity, as animals develop anxious and passive-inhibited coping styles 
[119]. Learned helplessness is not specific to situations where it was initially 
acquired, for example, rats, pre-treated with either inescapable electric shocks 
or water immersions, showed a similar interference when re-tested for active 
escape behaviours in the same or switched apparatus [120]. Learned helpless-
ness also affects non-cognitive psychological domains: it reduces aggression in 
situation when a pair of male rats usually fight each other because of the pain 
inflicted on at least one of them by electric shock or tail pinch [121]. In the 
open-field inescapably shocked animals are less active on the first exposure and 
defecate more [122]. They also tend to lose their previous position in the social 
hierarchy [123], as well as appetite and body weight [124]. If given dexa-
methasone, LH-rats show an impaired ability to suppress corticosterone [125]. 
Adrenalectomy leads to a normal escape behaviour, which is abolished by corti-
costerone injections [126], thus signifying a causal role for HPA axis hyper-
activity in the development of learned helplessness. Repeated exposure of once 
inescapably shocked rats to the same environment, but without aversive stimu-
lation, can prolong a state of learned helplessness indefinitely [127], suggesting 
modulatory effects of affective processes. Learned helplessness was also 
generated by means of presenting rats with unsolvable visual discrimination 
problems [128] – a better approximation of psychological stressors encountered 
by humans.  

At the acme of the experimental work on LH, another kind of passive ap-
proach to escape behaviour was discovered in rats that were routinely studied 
for learning tasks in water maze, when Roger Porsolt observed that some ani-
mals stopped swimming and remained motionless, making only necessary 
movements to keep their heads above water. From this observation he 
concluded that animals sunk in a condition of “behavioural despair” because 
they no longer expected to escape from the container with water, and developed 
Forced Swim Test (FST), which became widely used for screening potential 
antidepressants [129, 130]. Despite the seeming similarity of states of LH and 
behavioural despair, some experimental findings clearly differentiate between 
the two, for example, there was no correlation between rats that displayed 
helplessness following inescapable tail-shock and the rats that demonstrated 
behavioural despair in later FST [131]. Still, it might be concluded, that some 
processes governing animals behaviour overlap between the two tests and are 
amenable to antidepressant treatment [132]. In summary, learned helplessness 
as a model of depression showed a good predictive validity for effects of 
antidepressants and electroconvulsive shock therapy [133, 134], but its face and 
construct validities are uncertain and at best matter only for a subset of humans 
with clinical depression [135].   

From the very first experiments, individual differences in susceptibility to 
LH were apparent, as some animals never developed a state of LH [118, 136]. 
Among different rat strains, Lewis, Brown Norway, and Fischer 344 rats were 
found to be virtually non-susceptible to LH training, whilst in more vulnerable 
strains up to two thirds of animals were susceptible [137]. Among Wistar strain 
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rats, less than 50% are susceptible to LH [131]. Individual susceptibility to LH 
was capitalised on by a selective breeding for “congenitally helpless” rats, 
which need no previous exposure to helplessness-inducing situation to exhibit 
deficits in active avoidance. By the 25th generation, 95% of congenitally help-
less rats originating from Sprague-Dawley background demonstrated a sponta-
neous helplessness [138]. Congenitally helpless rats are important for my thesis 
because a thorough effort to map their brain oxidative metabolism has been 
undertaken, which I will discuss below in the appropriate section. Herein I 
further mention their behavioural profile. Congenitally helpless rats, compared 
to the outbred Sprague-Dawley controls, show significantly more ambulation 
and rearings in a novel open field and light-dark box, but do not differ in those 
parameters in the already familiar open field [139]. They are also less “fearful", 
operationally defined as spending a greater amount of time in the centre of the 
open field and in the bright area of light-dark box [139]. In contrast to LH-rats, 
their congenital conspecifics show blunted HPA response to acute stressor in 
the form of 40 min of intermittent electrical shocks [140]. Congenitally helpless 
rats showed less consumption of the 5% sucrose solution in a non-choice expo-
sure for 1 h and more freezing in Pavlovian tone-shock acquisition chamber, 
which duration increased even more during the extinction phase [139]. Another 
research group found no baseline differences in reward-sensitivity, measured by 
sweetened-condensed milk consumption and pleasure-attenuated startle respon-
se, but a brief foot-shock stress reduced both measures of hedonic sensitivity in 
congenitally helpless rats that lasted for 2 weeks [141]. It was proposed that 
several characteristics of congenitally helpless rats, such as stress-induced anal-
gesia, cognitive impairment, and hyper-responsiveness of the HPA axis, make it 
as an animal model more analogous to human PTSD [140].   

Chronic Variable Stress (CVS), also known as a Chronic Mild Stress, is cur-
rently the most popular rat model of human depression. Its popularity stems 
from the several factors: its theoretical rationale is sound due to emphasis on 
precipitating effects of stressful life events in aetiology of human depression 
that were discussed above; its protocol of administration is flexible and allows 
for a wide variety of stressors, schedules of their administration, and durations 
of stress regimen; it produces a relatively robust decline in hedonic capacity, 
which is usually monitored by body weight-adjusted sucrose preference, and 
this output can be measured concurrently with the stress regimen, allowing re-
searchers to gauge the impact of stress on animals and make adjustments if 
necessary; finally, CVS effect is counteracted by a chronic antidepressant admi-
nistration [142, 143].  

Behaviour in the open field is frequently recorded to estimate animalʼs 
motivational and affective state. It is highly variable procedure, as all kind of 
test parameters, such as size of the arena, shape of the apparatus, initial place-
ment of the animal, test room illumination, duration of the test, vary between 
different research groups, so it is no wonder that different results have been 
reported. In the first recorded such test, CVS lowered rearings, ambulation in 
the peripheral area and completely abolished entrances to the central zone, it 
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also prevented an activating effects of acute stress consisting of a combination 
of white noise and bright light, aa well as increased defecation [144]. In the 
above-mentioned test, Sprague-Dawley rats were tested for 6 minutes. In a 
milder version of the stress regimen, reductions in the locomotion in the central 
zone of the open field and in the number of rearings was reported, as well as 
increase in defecation in the first 5 minutes of testing in Sprague-Dawley rats, 
which is a period of high behavioural reactivity in a novel environment [145]. 
In Wistar rats, CVS has been reported to increase ambulation among single-
housed males and females, but had no effect on group-housed animals [146]. 
The protective effect of group housing of Wistar rats against changes in 
ambulation in the open field has been confirmed by other studies [147, 148]. 
The test conducted in the well-lit open field after CVS regimen, that included 
group housing as one of the stressors for single-housed male Wistar rats, 
indicated the augmentation of the number of rearings and ambulation in both 
central and peripheral zones of the open field [149]. In our lab, CVS had no 
effect on open-field ambulation, but increased the defecation rate [150]. 

In group-housed male Wistar rats, 6 weeks of CVS regimen have increased 
immobility time in FST and decreased percentage of time spent in the open 
arms in the elevated plus-maze [151]. Elevated plus-maze (EPM) is routinely 
used to measure anxiety and related affective factors, based on the contrasting 
affordances offered by closed and open arms of the apparatus that activate ratʼs 
defence brain circuitry [152, 153]. A 3-week CVS in group-housed Wistar 
males has also increased immobility time in FST and time spent on the open 
arms in EPM [154], whereas a shorter stress regimen of 10 days did not change 
EPM behaviour [155]. In single-housed Lister hooded rats, 5-week CVS 
increased time spent on open arms in EPM, so that stressed animals spent 
almost equal time in open and closed arms of the apparatus, whilst no difference 
in the duration of social interaction was observed [156]. In conclusion, CVS 
usually leads to an increase in the second day immobility in FST (summarised 
in [157]), whereas the opposite result occurs quite regularly [158–160]. 
Behaviour in EPM has no preferential association with CVS regimen. 

 
 

1.1.3.2. Reward 
 

Motivational state is an observable phenomenon: it can be conditioned and 
employed to influence ongoing active behaviours [161]. Motivational and 
reward-predicting states in the brain are generated by the driving input from the 
midbrain dopaminergic nuclei. Cell bodies of dopamine neurons are located 
mostly in midbrain groups A8 (dorsal to lateral substantia nigra), A9 (substantia 
nigra pars compacta), and A10 (ventral tegmental area medial to substantia 
nigra). These neurons release dopamine from axonal varicosities primarily in 
dorsal striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen), ventral striatum (nucleus 
accumbens (NAcc) and olfactory tubercle), and frontal cortex [162]. Meso-
limbic pathway originating from A10 is the most closely associated with reward 
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[163], however, psychological functions in the brain in general and limbic 
system in particular are realised via complexes of interacting microcircuits and 
nuclei [164]. In addition to dopaminergic input from midbrain nuclei, ventral 
striatum receives glutamatergic input from orbital frontal cortex (OFC), anterior 
cingulate cortex (ACC), and thalamus [165]. Limbic striatum, which includes 
ventromedial caudate, ventral putamen, NAcc and olfactory tubercle forms 
anterior cingulate circuit together with ACC, rostromedial globus pallidus 
interna, rostrodorsal substantia nigra (SN), ventral pallidum (VP) and dorsal 
part magnocellular division of mediodorsal thalamus [166]. Human patients 
with damage to this circuit exhibit serious motivational and emotional deficits: 
bilateral lesions to anterior cingulate produce apathy and loss of spontaneity, 
patients eat and drink only when fed, speak only when asked to and with 
impoverished sentences, show no emotions and indifference to pain, creativity 
and production of new ideas is diminished [166]. Additionally, ventral striatum 
forms other circuits with amygdala, hippocampus, lateral habenular nucleus, 
pedunculopontine nucleus and the raphe nuclei [165]. Based on human neuro-
imaging studies, in the cortex sensory rewards activate posterior OFC, whereas 
abstract rewards such as money activate anterior OFC; a subregion of ventro-
medial prefrontal cortex mPFC responds to rewarding outcomes and contextual 
information during reward anticipation; dorsal ACC is implicated in conflict 
monitoring when closely valued options are present; and dorsal prefrontal 
cortex activates when working memory is required for monitoring incentive-
based behavioural responses [165]. Projections from different regions of 
prefrontal cortex (PFC) converge by both focal topographical innervation and 
through diffuse axonal invasion of focal projection zones from other brain 
regions in specific loci within ventral striatum, creating opportunities for input 
modulation and exchange, as well as producing situation-specific unique moti-
vational states [165]. Compared to dorsal striatum, ventral striatum, especially 
the shell region of NAcc, is densely innervated by hippocampal and amygdalar 
projections, which together with inputs from prefrontal cortex create a unique 
nexus of executive, affective and contextual inputs [167]. Nucleus accumbens is 
divided into two major parts: the core is the central portion directly beneath and 
continuous with the dorsal striatum and surrounding the anterior commissure, 
whilst the shell occupies the ventral and medial portions of the NAcc [168]. 
Core portion of NAcc seems to deal with learned goal oriented behaviours, 
whilst shell produces unconditional drives, though much of local specificity 
also depends on specific innervation patterns and there are cross-communica-
tions through axon collaterals [169, 170]. Lesions to NAcc produced specific 
deficits in tasks requiring discrimination between different outcomes characte-
ristic of instrumental conditioning, whilst Pavlovian conditioning mechanisms 
remained intact [171], similar effect was observed after three weeks of chronic 
variable stress [172]. Pavlovian conditioned stimulus can act as a reinforcer of a 
subsequent operant behaviour, known as Pavlovian to instrumental transfer 
[173, 174]. Simple presentation of an appetitive CS increases dopamine levels 
in the NAcc core [175], whilst consumption of palatable stimuli activates the 
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shell. Blockade of D1 and D2 dopamine receptors in both NAcc core and shell 
[176, 177], and lesions of NAcc core abolish Pavlovian to instrumental transfer 
[178]. The predominant cells in the NAcc are the medium spiny neurons, on a 
single cell of which can converge several afferent inputs [179, 180]. The 
principal mode of integration of inputs to NAcc from diverse afferent areas in 
awake rat is sublinear, with a non-uniform distribution of responses across cells 
[181]. 

Dopamine neurons ascribe an appetitive value to environmental stimuli, 
predict and detect rewards and produce motivating states. Accumbal neurons 
are characterised by two activity states: a slow tonic firing and phasic burst 
firing [182]. They show phasic activation when better than predicted or surp-
rising stimuli are encountered, and depressed by worse than predicted events 
[183]. 

Both D1 and D2 type of dopamine receptors are present in NAcc. D1 recep-
tors are primarily located on neurons that directly feed back to VTA, whilst 
both D1 and D2 receptors are present on neurons that project to VP, from where 
an indirect pathway reaches VTA via subthalamic nucleus or directly [184, 
185]. Dopamine application has complex effect on NAcc neuronal activity:  D2 
receptor activation mainly mediates neuronal inhibition [186, 187], D1 receptor 
activation on the other hand potentiates glutamatergic currents [188, 189], addi-
tionally, increase in excitatory stimulation facilitates electrical coupling via gap 
junctions between accumbal neurons, providing a mechanism for lateral trans-
mission of slow membrane voltage changes that help neurons synchronise their 
shifts between two membrane potentials for “up” and “down” states [190], “up” 
states being driven by a barrage of excitatory synaptic inputs from the hippo-
campus [191]. Phasic DA release selectively facilitates hippocampal inputs via 
D1 receptor activation, whereas undulations in tonic DA release either attenuate 
or potentiate PFC inputs via D2 receptors [192]. Glutamatergic inputs from 
amygdala produce long-lasting excitation, which effects are attenuated by 
activation of D1 receptors [193].   

Besides the production of flexible motivational states appropriate for a 
reaction to salient rewarding stimuli or for a switch in a goal-directed activity to 
meet the objectives of homeostasis maintenance, such as finding a place to 
sleep or recuperate oneself, NAcc DA-ergic system also generates a state of 
unspecific exploratory arousal that helps organism to actively seek out novelty 
in many situations [194]. Exploratory arousal is a self-reinforcing state, because 
it is accompanied by a slight mood elevation, whilst being in the same environ-
ment for some time brings in boredom and a slight lowering of mood. Atte-
nuation of the dopaminergic activity in CNS is associated with mood lowering 
tendencies. For example, “neuroleptic dysphoria” is a common side effect of 
antipsychotic drug treatment, similar changes in mood are also common in 
Parkinsonʼs disease and a subcategory of depressive disorders [195]. In NAcc, 
DA helps in acquiring the relationship between unconditioned stimuli and the 
environments where consummatory responses take place [194, 196]. Humans 
may employ ambient mood elevating measures such as a favourite music that 
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creates a consummatory state to improve their performance in learning new 
tasks and information [197]; in rats similar effects are produced by low doses of 
d-amphetamine [198]. Among school and university students, positive emotions 
were associated with flexible learning strategies such as metacognitions, 
elaboration, organisation, and critical thinking; whereas states of anger, anxiety, 
and shame were correlated with rehearsal strategies [199]. The relationship 
between young age, playfulness, neural plasticity and learning, as well as 
dopamine transmission and ADHD remain to be elucidated [200, 201]. 

There are many classes of stimuli, such as intracranial self-stimulation, 
receptive partners of the opposite sex, tasty foods and drinks, drugs of abuse, 
and so on, that animals are finding desirable to partake of and are willing to do 
work or engage in some trade-offs for access. Though some stimuli are objecti-
vely more desirable than others, their particular hedonic value at any moment in 
time depends on personal and situational variables. We can define a particular 
ability of an organism to derive pleasure from normally hedonic stimuli as a 
“hedonic capacity” [202] and measure its fluctuations in various experimental 
and natural situations. In humans were can use self-report questionnaires or 
behavioural reward responsiveness tasks [203] that show attenuations of 
hedonic capacity due to temporary stress [204, 205], chronic stress [206], and as 
a result of clinical depression [207, 208]. Significant reduction in hedonic 
capacity that can be characterised as a state of anhedonia occurs only in some 
depressed patients [7, 207] and seems to be psychometrically quite independent 
from scores of depressiveness and anxiety [209].  

In animal research sucrose preference was found to be a reliable measure of 
their hedonic capacity. Sucrose preference is usually tested in a two-bottle test, 
where in one bottle is a tap or distilled water and in another bottle is sucrose or 
another substance, preferred because of its taste or nutritional value. Rats start 
to prefer sucrose solution over water at concentrations of 0.57% and at 
increasing concentrations the intake follows a bell-shaped curved with peak 
intake at 8% [210]. Rats also chronically ingest 3–4 times more water because 
of their preference for sweetened solution than they would do otherwise with 
plain testing water [210]. Sweet tasting foods have a great hedonic value for rats 
and work well as unconditional reinforcers in various learning tests. In on 
example, rats were willing to negotiate many times back and forth 16 m long 
alleyway at –15°C cold to eat some sweet palatable foods, in spite of being 
offered warm comforts of their usual quarters containing a standard chow [211].    

Already Richard Katz studied saccharine and sucrose consumptions and 
preference over tap water by overnight exposure (14 h) after 3 weeks of his 
initial formulation of USV, which among others included such severe stressors 
as exposure to 60 minutes of unpredictable electric shock (one 1–10 s shock per 
minute of 1 mA), 40 h food deprivation, 40 h water deprivation, and 30 minutes 
of shaker stress [212]. Both saccharine and sucrose produced a concentration-
dependent rise in consumption and their intake was significantly reduced by 
stress regimen and increased by imipramine administration [212]. Interestingly 
enough, distilled water intake was also attenuated by CVS [212]. In the modi-
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fied CVS protocol [143, 157], also employed in our laboratory, generally only 
sensitivity to stress in sucrose, but not water intake, are observed [213]. Stress-
dependent reduction in sucrose intake has been shown to be independent of 
animalsʼ housing conditions (individually or in pairs) and pre-test water depri-
vation [213]. In clinically depressed humans, sweet taste perception threshold 
was significantly higher compared to healthy controls, but did not correlate with 
the intensity of their depressive symptomatology [214]. Decreased taste sensiti-
vity to sugar does not imply lower consumption of sugary food in depression, in 
fact, the opposite may be true: a cross-national study, based on the data from 6 
countries, found that sugar consumption is strongly correlated with the cross-
sectional annualised prevalence of depression [215]. Decrease in rewarding 
properties of sweet-tasting foods may be counter-balanced by a parallel increase 
in craving for the same types of foods, as was shown by the progressive ratio 
operant procedure in rats submitted to CVS, and in human volunteers by the 
depressive musical mood induction [216]. Other measures of hedonic capacity, 
such as intracranial self-stimulation to VTA [217] and appetitive or drug-
conditioned place preference [218–220], are also attenuated by CVS. There are 
strain differences in susceptibility to anhedonic effects of CVS: it seems that it 
is easier to elicit anhedonic changes in Wistar rats compared to Sprague-
Dawleys [221, 222]. 

Anhedonia or inability to experience pleasure is a pervasive feature in many 
patients diagnosed with depressive spectrum disorders, pointing to the abnor-
malities in reward-mediating brain circuits. Analogous blunting of positive 
reinforcersʼ strength and motivational arousal was noted in patients chronically 
treated with classical antipsychotics [223]. There is also a significant comorbi-
dity between pathologies characterised by a deficit in central DA-ergic neuro-
transmission and clinical depression [224], whilst depletion of central DA stores 
by inhibiting catecholamine synthesis leads to an increase in negative mood and 
anhedonia [225], as well as a worsened performance in a monetary reward task 
[226] in patients diagnosed with clinical depression in remission. Dopamine and 
its metabolites can be measured from blood plasma and cerebrospinal fluid 
assays. Low levels of DA metabolite homovanillic acid are associated with 
depressiveness, especially with suicidal tendencies; however, data on DA levels 
remain inconclusive [227–229]. Abnormalities in D2/D3 receptor binding, more 
so in the right striatum [230], have been reported [231, 232], but not always 
successfully replicated [233]. Neuroimaging studies in healthy humans have 
shown activation of ventral striatum in anticipation of aversive stimuli [234]. 
Decreased DA transporter activity in striatum [235, 236] and midbrain [237, 
238], though not universally confirmed [239], tentatively adds up to the clinical 
signs of attenuated dopamine turnover in clinical depression. A novel method 
for treatment of resistant clinical depression via a direct bilateral deep brain 
stimulation of NAcc by surgically implanted electrodes has produced promising 
results in reducing depressive symptomatology [240], providing a first direct 
evidence of the causal importance of NAcc for positive affectivity in humans.    
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Dopaminergic neurotransmission has also been studied in animal models of 
mood disorders. In male Sprague-Dawley rats submitted to four weeks of CVS, 
an attenuated accumbal DA release in response to the reward (palatable food) 
was observed, whereas an acute stressor (10 min tail pinch) reversed an initially 
lower DA release, compared to control group animals, into potentiated release. 
In the PFC, CVS potentiated the stimulatory response to tail pinch, concurrently 
blunting the response to palatable food [241]. Dopamine depletion by a bilateral 
6-OHDA-brain lesion in PFC in Wistar rats leads to reduced immobility and 
enhanced swimming in FST [242]. However, Sprague-Dawley rats, selectively 
bred for 40 generations for high levels of swimming in FST, tended to have 
higher tissue levels of DA and metabolites in PFC, compared to selectively bred 
high immobility rats, whereas in striatum there was no difference [243]. Two 
separate inbred lines were derived from high activity rats in FST: resistant to 
stress effects, and reacting by significant increase in immobility in FST. Stress-
resistant rats exhibited significantly higher tissue levels of DA and lower DA 
turnover than stress susceptible rats [243]. In the Flinders Sensitive Line (FSL) 
of rats, derived from Sprague-Dawley background and selectively bred for 
increased muscarinic sensitivity [244], DA tissue levels were six-fold higher in 
NAcc and twofold higher in the dorsal striatum, hippocampus and hypotha-
lamus compared with outbred Sprague–Dawley rats [245]. FSL rats exhibit 
several characteristics relevant for our research: they are less active in the novel 
open field [246]; they have higher immobility scores in FST and do not show 
marked increase in DA release after the end of FST [247]; they do not differ 
from control Flinders Resistant Line animals in hedonic measures of intra-
cranial self-stimulation and sucrose consumption at baseline [248, 249], but 
show higher anhedonic response to both acute and chronic stressors [248].  

Acute stress produces a significant increase in accumbal extracellular release 
of both DA [250–252] and glutamate [253], whereas chronic stress reduces 
extracellular DA [254, 255]. Chronic stress potentiates extracellular DA release 
after administration of acute stressor in PFC, but not in NAcc [256]. CVS also 
down-regulates D2 receptors in the limbic forebrain including NAcc, whilst not 
changing their sensitivity, and elevates D1 receptor-specific binding in striatum 
[257].  

A lot of other potential contributors to the regulation of dopaminergic re-
ward circuit responsible for depressive symptomatology have been identified 
based on animal studies, such as transcription and trophic factors, opioid sig-
nalling, hypothalamic peptides, circadian genes, interactions between DA, NA, 
and 5-HT neurotransmission (see [258, 259] for review).  

 
 

1.1.3.3. Novelty 
 

Novelty is a quality of an external environment from the subjective point of 
view of the organism, it is not something that can be directly perceived by an 
observer, and therefore it can only be inferred from behavioural measurements 
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and by controlling the exposure of experimental subjects to different environ-
ments. An organismʼs preference for a more novel option is often referred to as 
neophilia, whereas choice of the more familiar is known as neophobia [260]. A 
particular interaction with novel stimulus is contingent on organismʼs historical 
experience from which it can generalise to the situation at hand. 

For humans and other animals, the initial reaction to a novel cue is a refle-
xive, directional orientation to the stimulus [261]. In case the input is motiva-
tionally irrelevant, the orienting reflex rapidly habituates [262]. On the other 
hand, novel stimuli, associated with a complex behavioural reaction such as 
making a choice about what stimulus to attend to, elicit habituation even more 
rapidly and lead to spontaneous alternation [263]. Behaviourally, some rats tend 
to prefer uncertain and more difficult ways to satisfy their needs to straight-
forward options [264, 265]. Habituation to novel experimental stimuli is me-
diated by relative complexity of novelty in comparison to previous rearing ex-
perience [266] and may be governed by a similar non-monotonic function of the 
amount of exploration and stimulus complexity in both rats and human toddlers 
[267]. Habituation to novelty depends on both the number and duration of 
exposures and, therefore, can occur within a testing session, as well as between 
different sessions. 

Complexity of novel stimuli in the environment is positively associated with 
the amount of directed exploratory activity [268]. At the same time every 
novelty also possesses a potential for aversion, some of which can be measured 
objectively, like the brightness levels or illumination intensity at the novel 
environment in comparison to the familiar alternative. An immediately pre-
ceding stressful exposure in the form of electric shock tilts the balance from the 
usual novelty preference towards familiar environment [269]. Novelty can be 
thought of as a continuous property of interaction between animal and the 
environment, where one end of the continuum is very fleetingly novel and 
therefore is usually ignored as such, whilst the upper bounds of the dimension 
are frighteningly novel and therefore repel the animal at first, but habituation is 
possible [270]. Without going into extensive theoretical treatment of the topic, 
the obvious conclusion is that every stimulus needs to be empirically tested on 
different animals to determine its general novelty value. Any moment of de-
cision also depends on the mental state of an animal and on the value that a 
familiar alternative holds at that particular moment in time. It also bears stres-
sing, that novelty is a relative concept initially devoid of any physical substan-
ce. Before novelty can be preferred, it needs to be detected and encoded [271]. 
Hence, preference for novelty is only possible when a representation of some 
novel object has been formed with attached motivational and affective attri-
butes. Preference is formed on the basis of these attributes, therefore not all 
novel objects are preferred; some are avoided whilst others raise no interest 
[271]. Introduction of a novel object into an open field changes the trajectory of 
rat behaviour in it, as the object becomes a sort of attractor for planning an 
exploratory activity [272]. These object properties are not fully dependent on its 
ethological meaningfulness for the animal, in addition, object memory and 
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recognition mechanism seem to be non-essential for its approach-facilitative 
properties [272].  

An exploration box test [273, 274] is our primary tool for selecting animals 
based on their trait-like activity pattern in the apparatus. The test builds upon 
the fundamental dynamics of rat exploratory activity, providing the animal with 
a ready-made home base [275, 276] and structuring its outward excursions by 
placing novel objects at variable, but fixed between tests, distances from the 
small chamber. Rat is initially placed in a home base, which is the safest 
looking and well-defined place of the apparatus. Hence, for the duration of the 
test, rat is presented with a dichotic choice of leaving the home base for an 
open-field-like enclosure or staying put. The experimental idea of giving animal 
a choice between more familiar and novel environment goes back more than 50 
years in history [277]. Novel objects in the open field function as an attractors 
and help to overcome thigmotaxis [278]. The testing is carried on two days, and 
the results of the second session are considered a better approximation of ratʼs 
stable exploratory disposition, because of the reduced initial impulsiveness and 
anxiousness [279]. Anxiety is not the primary inhibiting factor in EB, as 
benzodiazepines do not elevate exploratory activity [273].  

Juvenile animals move more around, have a shorter latency of approaching a 
novel object and revisit the object more frequently than adult animals [280]. In 
accordance, we have found that exploration levels in our test decrease as rats 
mature [281]. Most of our tests were performed with 2- or 3-months-old rats.   

 
 

1.1.4. Inter-individual differences in laboratory animals 
 
Inter-individual or strain differences in animal research are mentioned almost 
on every page of the current thesis, hence here I just sketch out some ideas of a 
more general nature, particular animal models are discussed elsewhere. 

Mice and rats are the primary laboratory animals for the study of affective 
states because they are easy to handle, they have a relatively short life-cycle, 
their emotional states can be well inferred from behaviour and physiological 
measures, and there is an old tradition in using them in research in comparative 
psychology and medical studies, hence a wealth of knowledge about these 
species have been acquired over the years.  

The idea that inter-individual differences in rats exist is not new. Already, 
almost a century ago Yerkes of Yerkes–Dodson law co-discovererʼs fame 
compared wild rats with tame conspecifics and concluded that two populations 
differed in many measured behaviours, which were not genetically segregated, 
as crossing the two phenotypes produced a lot of gradual variation [282].  

Despite early attention to individual differences, majority of current research 
still treats a putative strain differences as a non-significant factor, when a cer-
tain contradictory results from different labs or experiments are discussed, by 
routinely omitting any information on genetic background. For example, the 
long-lasting debate on the nature of rat learning between Spenceʼs and Tol-
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manʼs schools, corroborated by a lot of contradictory experimental data, may 
have been critically influenced by different genetic background of two popula-
tions of rats used by the respective research groups [283].   

Behavioural phenotype is a useful concept for analysis of experimental data. 
It describes a nexus of behavioural traits that are closely linked to an underlying 
genotype. In mice, the comparison of different inbred strains reveals a broad 
clustering of certain traits associated with a particular genotype, so that a certain 
propensities in behaviour go together with certain other propensities, as well as 
morphology and physiology [284]. Genes have pleiotropic effects that are at 
some point translated into behaviour, and as behaviour in many cases deter-
mines the evolutionary success of a particular organism, it functions as an 
important level of selection. Therefore if we can pinpoint behaviourally appo-
site phenotypes to what is observed in human affective disorders, we are also 
likely to get analogous changes in neurochemistry and other biological proces-
ses and thus have a more valid animal model. It is very important to keep in 
mind that though animal models interest us primarily because we can study 
their neurochemistry to better grasp what is happening in human CNS and come 
up with more effective pharmacological treatments for psychiatric conditions, 
unless there are important reasons to think otherwise, we should start by se-
lecting or breeding for behavioural profiles that, within the constraints imposed 
by dealing with a different animal species, are matching what we observe in 
humans. Face validity on behavioural level should ideally produce a better face 
validity on neurochemical level. 

  
1.2. Brain metabolic activity 

 
1.2.1. Theory and applications 

 
In the average adult human, the brain accounts for approximately 2% of the 
total body weight but approximately 20% of the energy consumed. Magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy measurements have indicated that up to 80% of the 
entire energy consumption in the brain in the state of relative rest is spent on 
cell cycling, primarily through the glutamate cycling, and maintaining ion 
currents for signal propagation, but not on housekeeping tasks such as neuronal 
repair or protein trafficking [285–287]. Fraction of a total energy budget spent 
on neuronal signalling rises with an increase in the brain activity state [288].   

The majority of cortical energy production by glucose metabolism supports 
functional excitatory glutamatergic neuronal activity at the level of synapse 
[286], though 15–20% of cortical neurons are inhibitory GABA-ergic inter-
neurons [289, 290], and there are many neurons carrying other neurotransmit-
ters. In human cerebral cortex at resting state and in rodent models, glucose oxi-
dation in glutamatergic neurons accounts for 60%–80% of energy consumption. 
The remaining 20% to 40% is primarily distributed between GABA-ergic neu-
rons and glia [291]. A theoretical model for cortical metabolic compart-
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mentation estimates that most of the glycolysis occurs in glia and glucose oxi-
dation in glutamatergic neurons: still, glia produce at least 8% of total oxidative 
ATP and GABA-ergic neurons generate 18% of total oxidative ATP in neurons. 
Neurons produce at least 88% of total oxidative ATP and take up 26% of the 
total glucose, the rest is taken up by glia [292]. 

Synaptic input is costlier in metabolic terms than output [293]. For example, 
a stronger glutamatergic innervation of striatum and low-frequency of GABA-
ergic activity of its medium spiny neurons causes higher glucose utilisation 
rates when we compare that region to a nearby globus pallidus with high-fre-
quency GABA-ergic neurons [289] – a result that is nicely replicated by our 
own cytochrome c oxidase measurements. Cost of an inhibitory innervation is 
thus borne out by the projection areas, as shown by metabolic measurement of 
energy metabolism coupling between globus pallidus and its projection area in 
the thalamus [289]. Cortical density of cortical inhibitory neurons is 10–15 
times lower than density of excitatory neurons, and for each one of them the 
Cl2- -dependent postsynaptic electrochemical gradient is weaker than that of Na+ 
at excitatory synapses and does not require ATP hydrolysis, using the energy 
from the cation gradients generated by the 3Na+/2K+ ATPase instead [294]. 
Coordination of excitatory and inhibitory cellular activity achieves an overall 
homeostatic regulation of global firing rates over large cortical areas, yet 
enables rapid changes in local excitability. A particular trajectory of input-
output signal is achieved by inhibitory suppression of competing excitatory cell 
assemblies [289].   

Local tissue blood flow can be convincingly dissociated from the spiking 
activity of neurons and it is rather consistently correlated with the local field 
potentials – a geometrical summation of postsynaptic potentials and other 
somato-dendritic currents such as voltage-dependent membrane oscillations and 
afterpotentials following soma–dendritic spikes [295]. Blood-flow response to 
an increase in the cellular activity is proportional to lactate to pyruvate ratio in 
plasma. This ratio is in a near equilibrium with another ratio of cytosolic free 
NADH/NAD+, reflecting the intracellular redox state, and points to the 
important role of NADH in the signalling of a cellʼs metabolic state. Astrocytes 
store all of the brainʼs glucose in the form of glycogen, and a rapid conversion 
of glycogen into glucose in a process known as glycogenolysis is coordinated 
by brain noradrenergic circuitry and amplified locally by vasoactive intestinal 
polypeptide (VIP) [296–298]. The energy demands of membrane-bound 
3Na+/2K+ ATPase and Na+/H+ exchanger in astrocytes seem to be preferentially 
served by glycolysis, whereas neurons require oxidative metabolism [299].  

The regional increases in absolute blood flow associated with PET imaging 
are rarely more than 5%– 10% of the resting blood flow of the brain [300]. In 
comparison, in vitro repetitive electrical stimulation of ratʼs posterior pituitary 
with pulses of 10 Hz for 10 min has produced 29% increase in 
[14C]deoxyglucose-6-phosphate accumulation in the tissue above control values, 
the effect of which was abolished by the blockade of Na+-K+ pump [301]. The 
majority of energy consumption in the brain can be understood as a basal or an 
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intrinsic activity invariant to the task at hand, whilst evoked changes in brain 
activity elicit rather small increase in local metabolic demands. During the 
experimental task performance, recorded metabolic activity in its majority is not 
directed to the task, but may rather manifest as “daydreaming” or go altogether 
consciously unregistered [302]. For example, there is no difference between 
awake and sleeping humans in cerebral oxygen consumption, hemoglobin con-
centration, and arterial oxygen content [303]. However, 3 h of spontaneous 
wakefulness or sleep deprivation uniformly upregulated cytochrome c oxidase 
(COX) cerebral enzyme activity and mRNA levels of several COX subunits 
across brain regions in comparison to 3 hours of spontaneous sleep in rats [304]. 
When brain activity is measured at its resting state, then across different experi-
ments a remarkable consistency in the regional activation pattern emerges, 
showing a group of separate brain areas that act in a concert and decrease their 
activity across a wide array of task conditions when compared with a passive 
control condition such as visual fixation. This phenomenon was called the 
default mode network [305]. In human brain, resting state coherence has been 
documented in many cerebral networks and in thalamo-cortical activity [306].  

Inhibitory tonic stimulation is conducted mainly via high-affinity extrasy-
naptic GABAA-receptors, containing -subunits that are often co-assembled 
with 6- or 4-recepor-subunits [307]. The extrasynaptic GABAA -subunit-
containing receptors are also the main targets of neuroactive steroids, such as 
3α,5α-THPROG, implicated in the pathophysiology of depression [308, 309]. It 
is interesting to note that there is no correspondence between the increase in 
glucose metabolism and state of alertness, for example, GABAA specific agonist 
(4,5,6,7-tetrahydroisoxazolo[5,4-c]pyridin-3-ol) administered to patients with 
temporal lobe epilepsy increased metabolism whilst also producing a sedative 
effect and sleepiness after drug administration [310]. 

The cerebral glucose utilisation is commonly measured from autoradio-
graphic films by determining the levels of the injectable tracer 2-deoxy-
[14C]glucose (2DG) [311]. In rats that underwent olfactory bulbectomy (another 
animal model of depression) 2 weeks before 2DG autoradiography, cerebral 
glucose utilisation was reduced by about 5% on average [312], two weeks of 
SSRI citalopram administration further decreased cerebral glucose utilisation 
[313]. Cerebral glucose uptake has also been shown to generally decrease in the 
comparative study of the three different animal models of depression: inhibition 
of tyrosine-hydroxylase by -methyl-paratyrosine, withdrawal from chronic 
amphetamine administration, and 20-day CVS regimen [314]. All models were 
verified by attenuated horizontal and vertical activity in open field. In each 
animal model, local metabolism was bilaterally elevated in lateral habenula; this 
effect was abolished by both acute and chronic MAO inhibitor tranylcypromine 
administration, whilst antidepressant had no effect on a globally decreased 
cerebral metabolism [314].    

A tricyclic antidepressant desmethylimipramine, given to behaviourally un-
manipulated rats, increased 2DG uptake in 11 brain regions out of 30 studied if 
given acutely 1 h prior to metabolic measurements, did not affect metabolism in 
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any region after the administration for 1 week, and decreased 2DG uptake in 7 
regions after 28-day of chronic treatment, all the while another antidepressant 
phenelzine – a MAO oxidase inhibitor – had little effect on brain metabolism 
[315]. In contrast, effects of SSRI fluoxetine administration were quite different 
in male Fischer 344 rats: 2DG uptake was attenuated in a dose dependent 
manner on acute administration with a mean decrease of 32% across regions at 
the highest dose, whereas 2-week chronic administration (8 mg/kg) produced 
decrease in 8 regions out of 56 measured (10% in total); regions with significant 
decrease were visual cortex (BA17), CA3, cortical amygdala, anteromedial 
thalamus, lateral and medial geniculate, substantia nigra pars reticulata, and 
vermis [316]. Similar results were obtained with tricyclic 5-HT reuptake in-
hibitor clomipramine [317].  

 
 

1.2.2. Cytochrome c oxidase activity mapping 
 

Cytochrome c oxidase (COX; EC 1.9.3.1) is the terminal oxidase of the mito-
chondrial electron transport chain that catalyses the oxidation of cytochrome c 
and the reduction of O2 to water. It is an important energy-generating enzyme, 
whose activity and amount in the brain vary with metabolic demands and are 
critical for the proper functioning of most cells, especially those of highly 
oxidative organs like a brain. COX is a bigenomically encoded multisubunit 
enzyme: the largest three catalytic subunits (I, II and III) are encoded in the 
mitochondrial genome, whilst the other 10 subunits are encoded in the nuclear 
DNA. All 13 subunits show upregulated gene expression by a long-term KCl 
depolarising stimulation and downregulated mRNA levels by functional 
inactivation in rat visual cortex [318]. A coordinated transcriptional response 
corresponds to an increase in energy demand [318, 319]. The same transcription 
factor (nuclear respiratory factor 1 or NRF-1) regulates all 13 COX subunits 
[320] and a number of neurochemicals associated with glutamatergic neuro-
transmission [321–323]. 

Cytochrome c oxidase activity is visualised in unfixed brain tissue sections 
in a reaction where cytochrome c is reduced by diaminobenzidine (DAB), 
resulting in a precipitated brown reaction product (oxidised DAB), which can 
be quantified with a good spatial resolution up to the cellular level. Further-
more, a linear relationship has been found between the optical density of the 
reaction product in histological sections and spectrophotometrically measured 
local enzyme activity [324].  

In neurons most energy demanding parts are synaptically active extensive 
dendritic trees, rather than cell bodies or axons [325]. Accordingly, the highest 
density of COX is found in somato-dendritic regions that are adjacent to axon 
terminals [325]. Cytochrome c oxidase activity is functionally coupled to neuro-
nal firing of action potentials and is significantly diminished in postsynaptic 
neurons by functional denervation of sensory afferents [326, 327], as well as 
tetrodotoxin blockage of impulse conductance [328]. However, propagation of 
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action potentials, especially of the saltatory type in myelinated axons, consumes 
only 0.3–3% of total energy, therefore white matter invariably gives a very low 
signal with metabolic markers such as 2DG and COX [329]. In gray matter, 
zones of intense COX staining correspond to the synaptic terminal fields of 
some input pathways, whilst others are characterised by intense lactate dehydro-
genase staining [330]. There is, however, no association between blood 
capillary density and COX activity in gray matter [330], suggesting that COX 
histochemistry measurements would differ from techniques based on the 
imaging of hemodynamic response. The congruence between 2DG uptake and 
COX activity seems to be non-linear, with a closer correspondence at the higher 
end of the regional metabolic demand [330, 331].  

Oxidative metabolism may be relatively more important in sustaining inhibi-
tory neurotransmission in comparison to the import of anaerobic glycolysis for 
local changes in excitatory synaptic input. Hence, GABA-ergic neurons in the 
striate cortex of the monkey exhibit up to 3 times higher COX activity levels 
than in the surrounding pyramidal cells [332]. Among the GABA-ergic neuron 
types in the hippocampus, inhibitory fast-firing basket cells and long-range 
interneurons show more intensive COX staining, and their beaded dendrites, as 
well as large axon terminals possess a higher density of mitochondria than co-
localised pyramidal cells [333].  

Various psychiatric conditions may have distinct bioenergetic profiles, hence 
identification of metabolic networks in healthy and diseased brain offers an 
opportunity of better understanding of the underlying brain pathology, recovery 
mechanisms, as well as a refinement of the current psychiatric nosology and an 
additional tool for validating animal models of human psychiatric illnesses. The 
COX activity has been found to be suppressed after traumatic brain injury [334, 
335], schizophrenia [336, 337], and in Alzheimerʼs disease [338, 339].  

Mitochondrial DNA is inherited only from maternal ova and a mixture of 
more than one type of mtDNA can be present in a single cell, a condition known 
as “heteroplasmy”. Human cell contains up to 100,000 copies of mtDNA and due 
to the relaxed replication and mitotic segregation, the proportion of genetically 
different lines of mtDNA in an average cell-line may change over personʼs 
lifetime and become debilitating with certain physiological changes that gene-
rate increased metabolic demands because of the stress, hormonal changes or 
illness. Several lines of evidence point to the mitochondrial dysfunctions in hu-
man mood disorders [340]. Significant decreases of mitochondrial ATP pro-
duction rates and mitochondrial enzyme ratios were found in clinically depres-
sed patients whose symptomatology suggested mitochondrial dysfunction; 
mitochondrial ATP production rates were also negatively correlated with 
“somatic anxiety” and psychasthenia scales from Karolinska Scales of Perso-
nality inventory [341]. A significantly higher rate of withdrawn, depressive 
behaviour was identified in children with the confirmed disorders of oxidative 
phosphorylation [342]. In post-mortem studies among clinically depressed 
patients, mRNA and protein levels of mitochondrial respiratory chain complex I 
subunits NDUFV1, NDUFV2 and NADUFS1 were found to be significantly 
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decreased [343]. The presence of a certain somatic symptomatology in a clini-
cally depressed person has a good predictive validity for identifying a role of 
energy metabolism in pathogenesis [344].  

Measurements from brain homogenates of the enzymatic activity in the 
mitochondrial respiratory chain in male Wistar rats submitted to the 40-day 
CVS regimen showed inhibition of complexes I, III and IV (COX) in cere-
bellum and cortical areas excluding the prefrontal cortex [345]. Chronic stress 
effects were reversed by acute administration of glutamate NMDA-specific 
antagonist ketamine [346]. However, in a study with analogous stress regimen 
by a different research group from Brazil, CVS reduced COX activity in 
prefrontal cortex and hippocampus, whilst co-administration of vitamins C and 
E, that possess antioxidative properties, reversed the effect of CVS [347].  

Antidepressant treatment can potentially have a bioenergetic effect. In 
female rats, treated for 2 weeks with a classical TCA imipramine, an increase in 
oxidative brain metabolism, measured from the whole brain homogenates with 
different substrates, was recorded, whereas COX levels nearly doubled by the 
end of the second week [348]. Another TCA amitriptyline, which exerts marked 
anticholinergic and antihistaminergic effects in addition to 5-HT and NA reup-
take inhibition, has decreased COX activity after single dose administration in 
male CD1 mice, whilst inhibitory avoidance task produced a unique pattern of 
changes modulated by antidepressantʼs administration [349].  

Electroconvulsive therapy is considered to be among the most effective 
treatments for clinical depression, especially in its refractory form in humans. In 
naive Long-Evans rats, administration of eight electroconvulsive seizures in-
creased global COX levels already 24 h after the last treatment session, which 
were further increased 28 days post-treatment, wherein statistically significant 
elevations were found in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (+ 25%), inter-
peduncular nucleus (+ 20%), dorsomedial hypothalamus (+20%), ventromedial 
hypothalamus (+ 12%), mammillary nucleus (+ 14%), pontine nucleus (+ 16%), 
basolateral amygdala (+ 14%), medial amygdala (+ 12%), piriform cortex  
(+ 12%) andventromedial thalamus (+ 9%) [350]. 

Neuroleptics, chronically administered to healthy rats, uniformly increased 
oxidative metabolism in prefrontal cortex, whereas clozapine and fluphenazine, 
but not haloperidol increased COX activity in basal ganglia, septum, pontine 
nucleus, and CA2–3 areas of hippocampus [351].   

 
 

1.2.2.1. COX measurements in translational models  
of affective states 

 
Congenitally helpless rats are currently the most thoroughly studied by means 
of brain oxidative metabolism measurements animal model of a human 
psychiatric ailment. Congenitally helpless rats from the 34th generation were 
compared to rats selectively bred for the resistance to helplessness, both lines 
originating from Sprague-Dawley outbred line. Animals were experimentally 
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naive. Lower COX activity levels were found in dorsal frontal, medial sulcal, 
anterior cingulate cortical areas [352]; NAcc; dorsal striatum; ventral pallidum; 
globus pallidus; basolateral and central amygdala; VTA; dorsal raphe [353]; 
lateral and medial septum; nucleus of the diagonal band; bed nucleus of stria 
terminalis [354]; whereas higher activity was found in infraradiata cingulate 
[352]; lateral and medial habenula; interpeduncular nucleus [353]; paraventri-
cular nucleus of the hypothalamus [355]; CA1, CA3, and subiculum regions of 
hippocampus [354]. Treatment of congenitally helpless rats for two weeks with 
fluoxetine (5 mg/kg) attenuated metabolism in habenula, hippocampal dentate 
gyrus and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, as well as increased it in VTA [356]. 
Cerebral metabolic activity in newborn congenitally helpless rats was lower in 
about two thirds of the studied brain regions compared to non-helpless pups 
[357]. A statistical decoupling between the limbic forebrain and diencephalic/ 
mibrain regions was found by covariance analysis [357]. 

Hypermetabolism in lateral habenula and hypometabolism in VTA seem to 
be the most robust findings in congenitally helpless rats if COX enzymeʼs raw 
activity scores are compared between studies [353, 356]. Lateral habenula 
(LHb) is involved in the modulation of monoaminergic neurotransmission in 
general [358], and dopaminergic in particular. Electrical stimulation of the LHb 
inhibits via GABAA receptors the activity of dopamine-containing neurons in 
the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) and VTA [359, 360], whereas 
disruption of habenular innervation of the midbrain dopaminergic centres leads 
to the disinhibition of SNc and VTA [361, 362], as well as to the increased 
dopamine turnover in forebrain [363]. In turn, systemic and striatal administra-
tions of DA receptor agonists cause attenuation of LHb activity [364–366], indi-
cating the existence of a feedback loop between the activity of LHb and mid-
brain dopaminergic centres, mediated by forebrain regions [367, 368]. Opposite 
roles of VTA and LHb have been identified in the acquisition of avoidance 
learning [369]. Absence of expected reward or received punishment suppresses 
dopaminergic activity through GABA-ergic input originating from LHb [370–
372]. Stressful stimuli act in a similar fashion by initially activating the medial 
portion of LHb [372–374], and then differentially affecting midbrain dopami-
nergic neurons by inhibiting some and exciting others [375]. Pharmacological 
inhibition of LHb transiently alleviates learned helplessness [376], and there are 
indications that the blockade of DA D2 receptors prevents the alleviation from 
happening [377, 378]. Deep brain stimulation of LHb has been proposed as a 
treatment option for resistant clinical depression in humans [379], and the first 
case study of its application was successful [380]. 
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1.3. Exploratory behaviour 
 

1.3.1. Neurobiology of exploratory behaviour 
 

Exploratory behaviour can be conceptualised as an unconditioned behavioural 
response to novelty. From the point of view of an organism novelty is a subjec-
tive term and entails feeling of unfamiliarity and uncertainty, from the obser-
verʼs point of view novelty can be objectivised by placement of experimental 
subject in the standardised environment for the first time during his life course. 
Exploratory behaviour is studied from several perspectives: 1) as a proxy for 
studying anxiety, 2) as a motivated behaviour to engage novelty in a preferen-
tial manner, 3) as instrumental for eliciting a behavioural act useful for 
screening and diagnostic purposes in pharmacological manipulations, 4) as a 
repertoire of behavioural and cognitive adaptations for problem-solving and 
survival of an organism [381–383]. Not any behaviour in a novel situation can 
be classified as exploratory: only behaviour facilitating oneʼs familiarity with a 
novel environment and, consequently, gradually extinguished upon attainment 
of the desired degree of familiarity is exploratory [383].     

Curiosity is a powerful motive and being in the state of curiosity for an 
organism is self-rewarding [384, 385]. Animals are willing to tolerate a risk of 
physical harm, even death; as well as other unpleasant trade-off to engage in 
exploratory behaviour. Food-deprived rats forego food and would endure elect-
ric shock of crossing an electrified grid floor for an opportunity to explore a 
novel, object-filled apparatus (reviewed in [382]). Exploratory activity can be 
motivated by a necessity to meet organismʼs present biological needs (find 
food, shelter, mates) or it can be activity of passing time by gathering infor-
mation that can be useful in meeting future needs. In the Pacific Ocean a rat, 
introduced to the uninhabited island, swam for 400 m in the open sea to the next 
island, most likely in search of a mating partner [386]. Maintaining a territory 
and establishing oneʼs presence by regularly patrolling its borders is a type of 
behavioural response occurring in natural settings and in repeated experiments 
[387].  

There are various established tests purported to measure exploratory beha-
viour in rodents. They can vary on several significant dimensions. Exploration 
can forced and inevitable or a result of animalʼs choice between familiar and 
novel parts of test apparatus. The balance between approach and avoidance 
intrinsic to any novel environment can be tweaked by modifying fear-inducing 
properties and complexity of neotic stimuli [260]. 

Exploration box test employed in my research is an elaboration on the open-
field arena. Open-field test is widely used in animal research but has a several 
shortcomings, such as the absence of meaningful choice in animalʼs behaviour 
repertoire – open-field is empty and devoid of attractions, so that even if ratʼs 
behaviour in it is not uniformly clustered, there is no ethological meaning to its 
choices other than situational fear and yearning for security [276, 388, 389]. 
Being in an open-field is forced upon animal and therefore it is hard to diffe-
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rentiate between spontaneous response to novelty and behaviours due to fear 
and anxiety. Locomotor activity in the forced exploration situation can be to a 
significant extent explained by animalʼs escape motivation [390]. Some of 
exploratory behaviour may be also explained by the defensive approach ten-
dency produced by the state of anxiety [391], hence the anxiolytic influence of 
treatment with benzodiazepines does not increase exploration in every test 
arena, though it is generally effective in countering the initial neophobia [392]. 
Intact mesolimbic and mesocortical dopaminergic pathways are necessary for 
normal exploratory behaviour [393, 394]. Exploration is decreased and defen-
sive withdrawal increased by the intracerebroventricular application of CRF, 
whereas CRF antagonists enhance non-defensive exploration acutely [395], but 
may suppress it after chronic administration [396]. On repeated daily testing in 
the same apparatus activity scores on the first day of testing are significantly 
influenced by emotional reactivity, whilst high activity from Day 2 onward 
reflects lower emotionality and more genuine exploratory motivation [397]. 
Central CRF administration prevents the increase in exploration on the second 
day re-exposure to the test arena [395], whereas CRF1 receptor antagonists 
might enhance it [396]. Selective destruction of noradrenaline-containing nerve 
endings originating from LC by neurotoxin DSP-4 severely diminishes explora-
tory activity in the exploration box, though a small rebound in exploration is 
still observable during the serial testing after several exposures to the apparatus 
[273, 398].  

 
 

1.3.2. Inter-individual differences in exploratory behaviour 
 

Exploratory behaviour and adjunct anxiety and locomotor activity constitute a 
nexus of behavioural dimensions studied widely, but not particularly syste-
matically, in many species of animals [399]. Hereby I concentrate on a couple 
animal models of exploratory behaviour that have been well researched and 
whose results are pertinent to our model of LE/HE-rats. For a broader recent 
overview of the field, reader is directed to [400, 401].     

A higher than average horizontal locomotion on the first placement in the 
novel environment was conceptualised as an animal model of reactivity to a 
stressful environment that might predispose individuals to initiate drug-taking 
behaviour. Sprague-Dawley rats were divided by the median split into low (LR) 
and high responders (HR) after 2 hours of testing in a circular corridor and 
found to also react differently to the first dose of amphetamine administration:  
HR travelled more distance in the first 30 minutes of testing and had increased 
amphetamine self-administration before the sensitisation [402]. Upon further 
retesting all group differences disappeared [402]. The difference between HR 
and LR groups in cocaine self-administration holds up only in conditions of 
forced exposure to an inescapable novel environment, which is more stressful to 
HR, as indicated by the enhanced secretion of plasma corticosterone [403], 
whilst animals divided into HR and LR groups based on tests of free-choice 
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preference for novelty, such as the duration of contact with a novel object in the 
playground maze or novelty induced place preference, do not differ in cocaine 
self-administration [404]. In forced novelty HR-rats, presentation of a novel 
stimulus has a more potent disruptive effect on amphetamine self-administ-
ration at low doses, whilst this effect in absent in HR-rats, classified based on 
free choice novelty exploration [405], who also do not differ at basal levels of 
amphetamine self-administration [404, 406]. Reactivity to novelty and novelty 
preference seem to be uncorrelated behavioural domains that differentially 
predict dynamics of addiction to stimulant drugs [407]. In contrast, an overlap 
in brain mechanism that ascribe rewarding properties to novelty and ampheta-
mine is likely [408]. It is noteworthy that horizontal and vertical activities in the 
open field seem to be well correlated [409], and some research groups prefer to 
base their LR/HR selection on vertical activity (hind paw rearings) in the test 
apparatus. Vertically based LR/HR phenotypes replicate some of the drug 
sensitivity, behavioural reactivity and neurochemical profiles of horizontally 
based LR/HR-rats, however, differences between LR and HR groups seem to be 
more subtle and cohort-sensitive [409–412].    

Differences in sensitivity to stimulants, locomotion, and rewarding proper-
ties of different classes of stimuli, all point to the mediating role of dopamine in 
this behavioural phenotype. In the initial paradigm of selection, based on the 
activity levels in a circular corridor, HR-rats showed a higher basal DA turn-
over in NAcc and striatum and a lower one in the prefrontal cortex; they also 
had lower 5-HT and 5-HIAA levels in all three brain regions compared to LR-
rats [413]. HE-rats are characterised by higher basal firing rates and bursting 
activity of DA neurons in VTA and SNc [414]. A higher dopaminergic activity 
in NAcc of HR-rats is enabled by the diminished inhibitory regulatory input 
from VTA dopaminergic neurons [415]. Administration of 10 min tail-pinch as 
a stressor produced larger and longer extracellular DA concentration increase in 
HR-rats, whereas the groups did not differ at baseline [251]. Mean percentage 
increase in DA concentration was positively correlated with locomotor activity 
in a novel environment [251]. The HR/LR difference in stress-dependent DA 
release in NAcc is conditional on intact corticosterone secretion [416] and 
corticosterone possesses reinforcing properties by itself, as self-administration 
of it develops at plasma levels similar to those induced by stress, HR-rats being 
more sensitive to lower doses of corticosterone than LR-rats [417]. In HR, 
selected based on the combined habituation latency and travelled distance in the 
open field from the outbred strain of Nijmegen Wistar rats, were found higher 
accumbal levels of total and vesicular dopamine, vesicular monoamine 
transporter-2, and higher extracellular dopamine levels after cocaine admi-
nistration [418]. Direct infusion of DA into NAcc produces greater increase in 
open-field ambulation and rearings in HR [419]. This effect is mediated by the 
increase in D1 receptor binding and decrease in D2 receptor binding as well as 
mRNA levels in NAcc, whereas the receptor affinities are unchanged [419]. 

There are no differences in tissue dopamine levels and turnover between LE- 
and HE-rats in frontal cortex, hippocampus, striatum, and NAcc, whereas HE-
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rats have higher 5-HT concentrations in frontal cortex and striatum [420]. How-
ever, LE-rats had lower extracellular dopamine levels in striatum but not in 
NAcc [281], as well as lower proportion of DA D2 receptors in the high affinity 
state [421]. Dopamine D2 receptor-mediated [35S]GTPγS binding in striatum 
was comparable in LE- and HE-rats under baseline conditions [420]. 

In a modified open field test, in which a small and dark withdrawal chamber 
containing a rat was placed into the brightly lit test apparatus and ratʼs explora-
tory activity was recorded for 15 minutes, which makes the overall test design 
similar to our labʼs exploratory box; HR-rats of Sprague-Dawley strain, pre-
selected for their motor activity in the rectangular chamber, spent only about 
1/4 of their total time in seclusion, had a shorter exit latency, exited more often, 
and were more exploratory in all measured parameters [422]. In the EPM, HR-
rats made more than twice as many open arm entries and spent nearly threefold 
as much time on them; they also fell down from the apparatus significantly 
more often [422]. When confronted with loud, startle-inducing auditory stimuli, 
HR-rats emitted significantly more 22-kHz distress USVs than LR-rats, 
although the last result is biased by the selective subject inclusion into analysis 
criteria (only 77% LR- and 63% HR-rats were included) [422].  

Interplay of genetic and environmental factors in producing affective vulner-
ability lies at the core of many animal models. Influence of stressful environ-
ment on LR/HR phenotype has been studied in a number of experiments. HR-
rats showed a higher ACTH and corticosterone secretion upon placement in the 
novel environment [423, 424], which was associated with memory deficits later 
in life [425], as well as reduced cell proliferation and resultant lower packing 
density of neurons in the dentate gyrus of hippocampus [426]. In 4-months-old 
LR/HR-rats of Wistar strain, divided into groups by the median split based on 
10 minutes of their locomotor activity in a big open field arena (1.5 m of dia-
meter), administration of 21-day-long psychosocial stress regimen caused spa-
tial learning deficits in the water maze only in HR [427].  

Learned or congenitally helpless rats constitute the second animal model 
widely discussed in this thesis, so I briefly describe what is known about its 
exploratory behaviour. In Wistar Kyoto, characterised by the passive coping 
strategies in several stressful tests, and ordinary Wistar rats, the open field acti-
vities were uncorrelated with the performance in learned helplessness paradigm 
[428]. In Holtzman strain rats, index of reactivity to novelty in open field pre-
dicted subsequent helpless behaviour in shuttle box [429]. Congenitally helpless 
rats show higher levels of ambulation and rearings in the novel open field [139], 
but show accelerated habituation on repeated testing. Their elevated response to 
novelty may be explained by the heightened reactivity in the first 5 minutes of 
testing, which quickly subsides to the level of control animals later on during 
the continuing exposure to the apparatus [430]. Congenitally helpless rats also 
show that sensitivity to reward and novelty seeking are independent behavioural 
domains [139]. 
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1.4. Expressed positive affect 
 

1.4.1. Neurobiology of positive affective states 
 

It seems that well documented finding of negative or pessimistic bias in emotio-
nal processing and associated arousal [431, 432] extends into the scientific 
discipline itself, as most of the resources are spent on trying to understand the 
negative affective states, whilst positive emotionality rarely sparks systematic 
interest. Current fashionable emphasis on positive psychology, i.e.: “[the field of 
positive psychology] at the individual level [...] is about positive individual 
traits: the capacity for love and vocation, courage, interpersonal skill, aesthetic 
sensibility, perseverance, forgiveness, originality, future mindedness, spiritua-
lity, high talent, and wisdom” [433: 5] risks conflating the actual human beha-
viour, characterised by its proximal causes, with a vision of some ultimate 
causality of a “proper” lifestyle and also does not translate well into animal 
research. 

Vocalisations of preverbal infants serve as a reliable indicator of their well-
being and are well understood by adults irrespective of their parental status 
[434]. A distinct prosodic acoustic profile was identified from human utterances 
when study participants were asked to convey their target emotional state by 
pronouncing an emotionally neutral word [435]. Well-encoded information 
about emotional state of call emitter has also been identified in such diverse 
species as dogs (whose barks contain emotional information decipherable by 
both humans and conspecifics [436, 437]), elephants [438], and non-human 
primates [439]. Small rodent species emit calls in the ultrasonic spectrum (calls 
above 20 kHz). In rats, high frequency calls, also referred to as 50-kHz USVs or 
chirps, have a usual frequency range of 45–55 kHz and a relatively short 
duration of 30–50 ms [440, 441]. Their usual bandwidth is 5–10 kHz, but it can 
be broader [440, 442]. Chirps occur in manifold naturalistic contexts of social 
or hedonistic kind, including juvenile play solicitation, actual “rough-and-
tumble” play with a conspecific, or play imitation by tickling with a human 
hand; male approach and ejaculation during copulation; meeting rats after a 
period of separation, or in the initial meeting of a resident-intruder pair; social 
exploration [440, 443]. Aversive stimuli evoking taste aversion, fear, pain, 
defeat, or blockade of opioid receptors, all robustly decrease rates of 50-kHz 
USVs [444, 445]. Recently it has been shown that 50-kHz USVs can be further 
subdivided into constant frequency (flat) calls and frequency modulated [FM] 
(with trills) calls, of which the former are rather associated with ambiguous 
social situations, non-rewarding explorations and separation from cage mates 
[442, 446], whilst the latter are indicative of pleasurable circumstances and a 
good mood, and therefore may be the evolutionary and functional antecedent of 
human laughter [447]. Frequency modulated calls have broader bandwidth 
range than flat USVs [442]. In some situations affective-behavioural states of 
the call emitter readily induce a similar affective-behavioural states in the re-
ceiver [448] and, thus, constitute the ontogenetically earliest form of empathy 
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[449]. Listening to 50-kHz FM USVs is rewarding to the receiver and rats can 
be conditioned on their playback [448]. Playback of 50-kHz chirps also leads to 
approach behaviour, which is more pronounced in juvenile rats, toward a 
signal-emitting loudspeaker [448]. Approach behaviour is facilitated by 
morphine administration and diminished by naloxone treatment [450]. 

In the social interaction test, 0.25 g/kg daily ethanol administration increased 
50-kHz USVs about two-fold on 8th test day in pairs of adult Sprague–Dawley 
male rats that had already seen each other on several occasions previously 
[451].  Infusions of dopamine and acetylcholine receptor agonists into NAcc in-
duce 50-kHz calls [452–454]: shell region produces larger increase in the 
number of calls to amphetamine application [454], whilst core region is more 
sensitive to carbachol [452]. Both electrical stimulation by experimenter and 
self-stimulation of ventral tegmental area and its major projection areas (lateral 
hypothalamus, nucleus accumbens, and prefrontal cortex) also induce 50-kHz 
calls [455]. Repeated amphetamine exposure leads to increase only in 50-kHz 
FM USVs [456]. Electrolytic or neurochemical lesions with 6-OHDA of A10 
dopaminergic nuclei in VTA reduce the number of tickling-induced FM 50-kHz 
calls, similar effect is also achieved by blockade of dopamine receptors by an 
injection of D1/D2 antagonist flupenthixol [448]. It is important to note that 
lesioning of nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway leads also to the reduction of 
50-kHz FM USVs, as well as to the decrease in callʼs bandwidth and maximum 
intensity, but in that case they are replaced by flat type of chirps, indicating 
rather the sensorimotor deficit in USV production and not the appetitive deficit 
in motivation [457]. A peripheral pharmacological blockade of histamine H1 
receptor by diphenhydramine (40 mg/kg i.p) reduced both 50-kHz FM USV 
calls and even more 22-kHz calls, which are indicative of a negative affective 
state of the animal [458]. Histamine receptors blockade may have had a 
sedative effect, which was not controlled by behavioural testing. Acute injec-
tions of 1 mg/kg naloxone – μ-opiod receptor antagonist, modulate ratsʼ respon-
se to human tickling dependent on their housing conditions: naloxone admi-
nistration suppressed 50-kHz USVs in otherwise more socially active single-
housed animals, whereas in socially housed rats the 50-kHz USVs were 
elevated [459]. 

 
 

1.4.2. Inter-individual differences in expressed positive affect 
 

Humans have engaged for millennia in selective breeding of domesticated ani-
mals, where in many cases a pleasant character and docility of a specimen 
played an import role in its breeding success. With the constant progress and 
refinement in the organisation of human society one has to wonder, whether it is 
possible to observe the similar effects of mostly positive eugenics on human 
personality. Most of the data available in that respect are of a short time horizon 
and are confounded by the concomitant developments in technological, econo-
mic, and individuation spheres; however, some tentative trends can be 
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identified. Before the recent economic recession reported levels of satisfaction 
with life in the Western developed countries were on a slight upward trend from 
the 1970s onward [460, 461], however, the plateau with no additional effect of 
the increase in income has, probably, also been reached in some countries 
[462]. Economic prosperity, thus, predicts a general levels of life satisfaction, in 
contrast, experience of positive emotions is based on the ability to meet perso-
nal psychosocial needs [463] and is, therefore, dependent on the social context 
[464, 465]. In contrast to the rising prosperity, violent interpersonal crime in 
Western Europe has been on a constant decline since late Middle Ages: in 
fifteenth century an average yearly homicide rate per 100,000 individuals was 
41, in 18th century it has declined to 3.2 and in 20th reached the low of 1.4, 
whilst demographic characteristics of the offenders changed very little [466]. 
Adult criminal offending included a significant hereditary component [467], 
and as increased incarceration of criminals [468] leads to negative effect on 
their fertility [469], in combination with an advances in birth control the selec-
tive evolutionary pressure on future human generations will continue to affect 
their personality [470]. 

In monozygotic twins, the genetic component accounted for 44–52% of their 
well-being, as measured by Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire, indi-
cating that despite different life history and socioeconomic factors, their happi-
ness levels were remarkably similar, even if a 10-years-earlier well-being score 
of oneʼs sibling was used for analysis [471]. Of the personality traits, extra-
version scale is the best predictor of personal happiness, probably via mediation 
of good social relations [472], whereas higher neuroticism predicts poor mental 
health [473, 474]. In addition to personality, lifestyle strategies have a small 
independent contribution to the perceived level of personal happiness [475]. 
Trait extraversion is positively correlated with the easiness of positive mood 
induction [476, 477], but imposes fitness costs as well as benefits [478].  

In animals the study of individual differences in their positive affective 
states is at its infancy. The main body of the work is carried out in rats selected 
or bred for their vocalisationʼs profile.  

During human tickling sessions the number of both types of 50-kHz USVs 
emitted by adult rats was strongly positively correlated with their locomotor and 
rearing activities, suggesting the extroversion-like clustering of good mood and 
social interest [479]. Among all tickled rats, two subgroups: 1) the most recep-
tive to the tickling by emitting the highest number of 50-kHz USVs and 2) 
having the fewest tickling-induced 22-kHz calls – had positive association with 
the cell proliferation in the subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus of hippo-
campus [479]. 

Selectively breading rats for low or high levels of 50-kHz-calls is another, 
more robust method to determine, which traits cluster together with high or low 
positive affective style. Even though animal selection for subsequent breeding 
was determined only by the number of emitted 50-kHz USVs, high chirpers 
demonstrated both elevated rates of 50-kHz USVs, as well as a concomitant 
decrease in negative affective 22-kHz USVs, and vise versa for low chirpers 
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[480, 481]. High levels of positive affectivity in this animal model generally 
preclude concomitant high levels of negative affectivity. It is remarkable that 
high chirpers were not specifically selected for 50-kHz FM USVs, but when the 
14th generation of selectively bred animals was tested, the difference in emitted 
positive affective calls was determined solely by the FM 50-kHz calls, as both 
high and low chirpers exhibited fewer flat 50-kHz USVs than control non-bred 
animals [480]. The absolute number of flat 50-kHz USVs in adult was low 
enough, however, in all groups during human administered tickling, to suggest 
that this type of calls has no significant biological function during playful 
behaviour, whilst in juveniles it plays some social role. High chirpers compared 
to control animals also exhibited more crosses into the centre area of the open 
field; were more likely to show a mild preference for a sucrose solution over 
water, but not an overall increase in sucrose intake; and offered practically no 
defensive bites in confrontations with an aggressive resident on his territory 
[480]. Met-enkephalin levels measured by radioimmunoassay on average were 
significantly elevated across all brain regions and specifically in septum and 
hypothalamus in high chirpers compared to control animals [480].  
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2. AIMS OF THE PRESENT STUDIES 
 

Drawing on rodents, selected for their behavioural dispositions or vulnerability 
after targeted genetic mutation, unifies the studies communicated herein. Chro-
nic variable stress was used to induce depressive-like symptomatology in ani-
mal models of exploratory activity in a novel environment (HE- and LE-rats), 
reduced vesicular transport of glutamate (VGLUT1+/- mice), and affective 
reactivity to playful stimulation (rats with low and high numbers of emitted 50-
kHz USVs). Cytochrome c oxidase histochemistry was used in all three animal 
models to measure the cerebral oxidative metabolism and identify novel candi-
date brain regions that might be implicated in affective psychopathology.  

Previously identified preference for passive coping styles in LE-rats, com-
bined with changes in DA-ergic neurotransmission suggested that they may be 
more vulnerable to CVSʼ impact, especially to its anhedonia-inducing effects. 
We also assumed that exploratory phenotype may be reflected on the level of 
the cerebral oxidative metabolism.     

The hypothesis was tested that stable inter-individual differences exist in 50-
kHz ultrasonic vocalisations emitted in response to play-like tactile stimulation 
by experimenter. We assumed, that low expressed positive affectivity may be 
causally associated with an impaired ability to adapt to the stressful environ-
ment and these processes might be gender-specific. Both male and female rats 
were studied, since in humans, prevalence of affective disorders and underlying 
mechanisms of vulnerability are gender-dependent. A standard battery of be-
havioural tests was used to describe behaviour of preselected animals in novel, 
fear-inducing, stressful, and hedonic situations; the hypothesis being that effects 
of CVS and baseline affectivity should reveal itself as broader behavioural 
differences.  

Mice with reduced VGLUT1 function were hypothesised to be more vulner-
able to the impact of CVS because of their increased intracerebral gluta-
mate/GABA ratio, which serves as an endophenotype of mood disorders in 
some human clinical samples. If that was the case, the subchronic antidepres-
sant administration was postulated to counter the harmful CVS effects. We also 
expected to observe systemic adaptation in the aminergic neurotransmission in 
mutant mice due to compensatory developmental processes. 

Deficits in dopaminergic neurotransmission have been linked to anhedonia 
and decreased motivation. Dopamine tissue levels in striatum, NAcc, and 
frontal cortex, as well as functional state of D2 receptors were explored in asso-
ciation with tickling, whereas functional states of D1 and D2 receptors were 
studied in striatum and NAcc in association with exploration. In addition to the 
associations of the phenotypic variations with synaptic signal transmission in 
the CNS, we sought out whether application of CVS will differentially modu-
late those neurotransmitter circuits. Previously identified association between 
affective vulnerability and changes in cerebral oxidative metabolism was stu-
died in relation to phenotypic dispositions in control and chronically stressed 
animals to determine candidate brain regions differing in their activity in 
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normal and pathological states. Previous results have indicated that phenotypic 
affective vulnerability is characterised by an elevated metabolic activity in some 
brain regions and reduced in others, we also expected to see diverse, gender- 
and phenotype-mediated effects on COX levels.  

Identification and characterisation of the stable behavioural phenotypes as-
sociated with affective abnormalities, and as a consequence, refinement of the 
existing animal models of human mood disorders, was the ultimate objective for 
the work presented in this dissertation.  

 
 

3. Materials and methods 
 

3.1. Animals 
 

3.1.1. Rats 
 

For studies described in Papers I and II, male Wistar rats were obtained from 
Scanbur BK AB, Sollentuna, Sweden. Locally bred first generation offspring 
from males and females originating from the same supplier were used in Papers 
III and IV (five breeding pairs in Paper III and seven breeding pairs in Paper 
IV). All animals arrived to our animal facilities at the age of approximately 
3 weeks. Animals were group-housed four per cage in experiments for Papers I 
and II. Rat pups were weaned at the age of 3 weeks and single-housed thereafter 
in Experiment 1 of Paper III. In Experiment 2 of Paper III and Paper IV animals 
were single-housed since weaning until the end of tickling sessions (3 and 
2 weeks, respectively), thereafter they were group-housed by 4. Rats were 
housed in standard transparent polypropylene cages under controlled 12h light 
cycle (lights on at 07:30 on summer time or 08:30 otherwise), with food 
(Lactamin R35, Sweden) and water available ad libitum unless specified 
otherwise in the experimental procedures. Room temperature was maintained at 
21±2°C. All experimental procedures, except for the sucrose intake measure-
ments, were conducted during the light phase. The illuminance was 320–400 lx, 
depending on the position of the cage on the shelf. All experimental procedures 
were approved by the Animal Experimentation Committee at the Estonian 
Ministry of Agriculture. 
 
 

3.1.2 Mice 
 

In Paper V heterozygous VGLUT1 male mice (VGLUT1+/−) C57BL/6 were 
bred from heterozygous fathers (Dr. S. Wojcik, Gottingen, Germany) and wild-
type (WT) mothers (Harlan, France). The VGLUT1–/– knockout allele was 
generated by truncation of the coding region of the VGLUT1 gene between the 
start codon and a BglII site in the fifth coding exon through homologous 
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recombination in embryonic stem cells (129/Ola background) [482]. These mice 
show a progressive neuropathologic phenotype and increased lethality rate at 2–
3 weeks after birth. Mice were housed individually unless CVS protocol re-
quired a brief pair-housing. All experimental procedures were approved by 
Ethical Committee of the University of Navarra.  
 
 

3.2. Drug administration 
 

In Experiment 2 of Paper III amphetamine (0.5 mg/kg) was administered by 
intraperitoneal injection 15 min before an open field test for 5 consecutive days 
and then additional injection was given once 9 days later to assess the sensiti-
sation to amphetamine. Imipramine HCl (10 mg/kg intraperitoneally, Sigma-
Aldrich) or saline were administered daily the last 3 weeks of the CVS and for 
1 week thereafter in Experiment 2, Paper V. 
 

 
3.3. Behavioural tests 

 
3.3.1. Testing and selection in the exploration box test 
 

The exploration box [273, 274] was made of brushed metal and consisted of a 
0.5 x 1 m open area (height of the side walls 40 cm) with an adjoining small 
compartment (20 x 20 x 20 cm) covered with metallic lid and connected 
through an opening in a shorter sidewall, allowing the animal free alternation 
between the two locations. The open area was divided by floor markings into 
eight squares of equal size (25 x 25 cm). In the open area, four objects were 
situated in certain places. Three of these objects were unfamiliar (a glass jar, a 
cardboard box, a wooden handle) and one familiar (a food pellet). The floor of 
the small compartment was covered with wood shavings. The lighting condi-
tions of the experiment room were dim, with approximately 3–7 lux in the open 
part of the apparatus. The observer was seated at the end of the apparatus oppo-
site to the exit from the small compartment. The animals were moved from the 
housing room to the testing room in their home cages and allowed to habituate 
with the room for about 15 min with no experimentation carried out during this 
period. The exploration test was initiated by taking a rat from its home cage and 
placing it into the small compartment of the apparatus, which was then covered 
with a lid. The following behavioural parameters were registered by the 
observer: (1) latency of entering the open area with all four paws, (2) entries 
into the open area, (3) time spent exploring the open area, (4) line crossings, (5) 
rearings, (6) investigations of the three unfamiliar objects. Parameters (4) to (6) 
were summed to obtain (7) the sum of exploratory events, which was used as an 
overall score for exploratory disposition in a novel environment. 
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A single test session lasted 15 min, after which an animal was gently re-
moved from the apparatus, weighed and returned to its home cage. The appa-
ratus was cleaned with a dampened laboratory tissue after each animal. When 
tested repeatedly in the exploration box test, the inter-day correlations for 
exploratory activity strengthen with every successive day [281]. The activity on 
the first testing session does not correlate highly with the following tests, but 
already the second test session, carried out 24 h after the first, gives a good 
prediction of activity levels on the consecutive test sessions [281]. Therefore, 
the rats were tested in the exploration box for 2 consecutive days to determine 
their stable exploratory activity levels. In Papers I and II, the rats were assigned 
to the low exploratory (LE) and high exploratory (HE) activity groups on the 
basis of the sum of exploratory activity during the second testing session, so 
that LE-rats exhibited near zero activity scores and HE-rats scored 100 or more 
exploratory events. In Papers II, III, & IV, rats were submitted to the two days 
of consecutive exploratory box testing as part of the post-manipulation beha-
vioural tests battery.      

 
 

3.3.2. Recording of USVs in animals submitted to manual tickling 
sessions and selection of stable behavioural phenotypes 
 

Rat pups were weaned at the age of 21 days and single-housed immediately. 
Experimental sessions started the next day after single housing. During this 
period, the rats were given daily sessions of experimenter-induced tactile stimu-
lation in imitation of “rough-and-tumble” play or “tickling” [483]. In the 
beginning of a tickling session, an animal was taken from the animal room to an 
adjacent room with similar lighting, removed from its home cage and placed 
into an empty and smaller (32 x 14 x 13 cm) cage, located under a microphone 
about 20 cm from the floor of the cage.  The ultrasound detector was used for 
the heterodyne transformation of the ultrasonic vocalisations of 50 kHz and 
22 kHz into an audible range to the human ear (Paper III) or the recording of 
unprocessed USVs on the computer hard drive (Paper IV). Experimenters 
counted USVs in real time from auditory signals during tickling sessions in 
Paper III and used software-generated sonograms to count them manually after 
the experimental procedures in Paper IV. The animal was given 15 s to habi-
tuate to the new cage, followed by 15 s of handling by experimenter that mi-
micked natural “rough-and-tumble” play in juvenile rats. In short, the “tickling” 
session that each animal received consisted of stimulating the rat with one hand 
by the experimenter, that included rapid finger movements on the back of the 
neck, turning the animal on the back and letting it “wrestle” with the experi-
menterʼs hand with vigorous alternating finger movements administered on the 
animalsʼ ventral surface, followed by release after 1–2 s of stimulation. The 
experimenter tried to monitor ratʼs reaction to tickling and adjust its tactile 
stimulation for the maximum positive effect. Altogether, four 15 s periods of 
tickling were administered over two minutes, after which the animal was again 
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placed in its home cage and returned to the animal room, after that the test cage 
was cleaned thoroughly. In Paper IV, the recorded audio files were analysed 
with the Avisoft SASLab Pro software (Avisoft Bioacoustics, Berlin, Ger-
many), by creating sonograms from which the 22-kHz USVs, plain 50-kHz 
USVs, and USVs containing a frequency-modulated, or a “trill” component 
were manually counted. The animals were divided, based on the average num-
ber of emitted 50-kHz USVs on Days 12–14 of tickling, into “high chirping” 
(HC) and “low chirping” (LC) groups by the median split.  
 
 

3.3.3. Chronic variable stress 
 

3.3.3.1. Rats 
 

Rats were submitted to chronic variable stress regimen [150, 159] in Papers II 
and IV. The CVS procedure lasted for either 28 days (Paper IV) or 32 days 
(Paper II) and comprised seven different stressors that were intermittently used 
daily, once every week. The stressors, presented in the order of administration 
were: 1) cold (4°C) water and wet bedding (400 ml of water was poured on rats 
in their home cage and the sawdust bedding was kept wet for the following 22 
h), 2) imitation of the intraperitoneal drug injection by a rough and firm grasp 
of an animal with a coarse glove and simultaneous application of a syringe 
without the needle against ratʼs abdomen for several seconds, 3) stroboscopic 
light (for 14 h, 10 Hz, 2 lx), 4) tail pinch with a clothes-pin placed 1 cm distal 
from the base of tail (5 min), 5) cage tilt at 45° for 24 h, 6) movement 
restriction in a small cage (11 x 16 x 7 cm for 2 h), and 7) strong illumination 
(900 lx) during the dark phase (for 12 h). Control rats remained undisturbed in 
their cages, except for daily weighing and weekly sucrose preference measure-
ments, until the commencement of behavioural testing. Five sucrose preference 
tests were carried out during the stress regimen, with the first one on the night 
preceding the first stressor and the following ones at the end of every week. The 
stressors were administered during the light phase of the cycle (except for those 
that lasted overnight). 

 
 

3.3.3.2. Mice 
 

Unpredictable repeated mild stressors were applied for 6 weeks after the proto-
col described by [484], with minor modifications. Briefly, the following 
stressors (two–three in any 24 h period) were applied: low intensity strobo-
scopic illumination (in dark 8 h), intermittent bell (10 db, 1/10 s) or white noise 
(an untuned radio, 4 h), rat odour (saw dust from rat cages; 8 h), cage tilt 45°  
(8 h), soiled bedding (200 ml of water per cage; 6 h), paired housing (with new 
partner 2 h), placement of novel object in the home cage (3 h), water and food 
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deprivation (8 h, before sucrose intake test), overnight illumination and removal 
of nesting material (12 h), and confinement in a small cage (80 cm3 1 h). 

In Experiment 1, Paper V, CVS regimen was applied to WT and VGLUT+/– 
mice (n = 15 mice/group), and both control and stressed mice were sacrificed 24 
hours after the termination of CVS. In the last 3 weeks of CVS in Experiment 2, 
Paper V, TCA imipramine was administered daily. Over the last week of CVS 
(Experiment 1) and over the week immediately after the CVS (Experiment 2) a 
battery of behavioural tests was performed. 

 
 

3.3.4. Other behavioural procedures in rats (sucrose intake, social 
interaction, elevated plus-maze. forced swim, fear conditioning) 

 
Sucrose intake and preference 
The sucrose intake in rats was measured in Papers II–IV. Paper III, Experiment 
1, sucrose intake was measured in home cages of single-housed animals. In the 
rest of experiments, the animals were placed into single cages about 1h before 
the sucrose preference testing. Sucrose preference test (as described in [485]) 
was carried out with two bottles, one filled with 1% sucrose solution and the 
other with water. For the animals that remained single-housed through the 
whole experiment, the water bottles were not changed; whilst for the animals 
that were single-housed only for sucrose preference testing, new bottles were 
provided for the single-housing period. Sucrose and water consumption was 
measured for the period of 1 h by weighing pre-weighed bottles at the end of 
the test. Sucrose preference was measured by calculating the proportion of 
sucrose consumption out of total consumption of water and sucrose solution. 
The test was carried out on two consecutive days in Experiments 1–2, Paper III. 
In Experiment 2, Paper III, the 24 h resting period followed by the 18 h food 
and water deprivation preceded the third sucrose preference test. In Papers II 
and IV, five sucrose preference tests were carried out at weekly intervals, 
starting 3 h since the start of the dark phase in Paper II and 5–6 h in Paper IV, 
the first test being carried out the night before the commencement of CVS 
regimen. Sucrose and water intake were calculated into the units of con-
sumption per kilogram of animalʼs body mass.  

 
Social interaction (Paper II) 
The test developed by File and Hyde [486] was used in a modified version  
(animals were not individually, but group-housed) of our usual social inter-
action test routine [150]. Two unfamiliar, weight-matched rats of the same 
experimental group were placed in the opposite corners of a brightly lit chamber 
(35 x 35 x 55 cm) with floor covered with wood shavings. The behaviour of the 
animals was concurrently observed for 10 min and analyzed by two researchers, 
one of them being unaware of the treatment condition. The total time spent in 
active social behaviour (allogrooming, sniffing the partner, crawling under and 
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over, following) was recorded. Inter-observer agreement was high (r=0.98), so 
the data obtained by the “blind” observer were used in data analysis. 

 
Elevated plus-maze 
The elevated plus-maze was designed in accordance with the original descrip-
tion [487] with a few modifications [488]. The elevated plus-maze consisted of 
the two open arms (50 x 10 cm) without sidewalls, the two enclosed arms of the 
same size with 40 cm high sidewalls and end wall, and the central arena (10 x 
10 cm) interconnecting the arms. The arms of the same type were opposite each 
other. Both open arms were divided into three parts of equal size by lines, 
which also marked the central arena. The apparatus was made of wood planks 
and plywood and elevated 50 cm above the floor. For the test, an animal was 
placed into the central arena facing the closed arm of the apparatus and was 
observed for 4 min (Paper II) and 5 min (Paper III). Behavioural measures 
included 1) the latency period before entering the open part, 2) the number of 
line crossings, 3) time spent in the open part of the apparatus, 4) stretch-attend 
approaches towards the central arena, 5) the number of open arm entries, and 6) 
the total number of arm entries. From the two latter measures, the ratio of 
open/total arm entries was calculated. An entry into open arms was counted 
when the rat crossed the line between the central arena and an open arm with all 
four paws. The rat was considered to explore the open part of the apparatus 
when it had clearly crossed the line between a closed arm and the central arena 
with its forepaws. Experiments were carried out in dim lighting. Each animal 
was tested twice in Paper III and once in Paper II. 
 
Forced swim test (Papers II–IV) 
The forced swim test, first described by Porsolt et al. [489] was carried out as 
described previously [490]. Briefly, rats were placed into a vertical glass 
cylinder (diameter 22.5 cm and height 60 cm) containing about 35 cm of water 
at 25ºC. On the first day of the experiment, the procedure lasted 15 min and the 
re-exposure 24 h later lasted 5 min. At the end of each session the rats were 
dried with dry towels. The sessions were recorded with a video camera and the 
duration of immobility, swimming, and struggling for the first 5 min of the test 
session was later measured by two independent experimenters. The measure-
ments were based on the behavioural categories described by Armario and 
colleagues [491]. In short, a rat was judged to be immobile when it remained 
floating in the water without attempting to actively change its position. A rat 
was judged to struggle whenever it made intense movements with all the four 
limbs and its front paws were breaking the surface of the water or touching the 
walls of the tank. The time spent swimming was recorded when a rat was 
making active swimming motions, more than necessary to merely maintain its 
head above the water, e.g. moving around in the cylinder. The average results of 
the two experimenters were used in the calculations. Inter-observer reliability 
was high (r=0.8–0.9).  
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Fear conditioning (Paper III) 
Fear conditioning was studied in a standard shuttle box following the procedure 
described by Wallace and Rosen [492]. In short, a rat was placed in the chamber 
with metal grid floor for 3 min before the administration of a 1.5 mA, 1 s foot 
shock. Freezing, defined as a characteristic crouch position, was measured for 
4 min immediately after the foot shock. Freezing was measured as a sample of 
freezing or not freezing every 10 s, for a total of 25 observations. A retention 
test of fear conditioning was conducted 24 h after the foot shock by placing the 
animal back into the same chamber and recording freezing for 4 min as des-
cribed above. 

 
 
3.3.5. Behavioural procedures in mice (sucrose intake,  

elevated plus-maze, forced swim, open field, marble burying,  
novel object recognition) 

 
Sucrose intake 
Mice were exposed to the 1% sucrose solution in a standard drinking bottle and 
also a bottle containing tap water in their home cage. The position of the bottles 
was varied and counter balanced across the left or right side of the feeding 
compartment. Each test was accompanied by food deprivation. The trials began 
at 18.00 h and ended at 09.00 h the following morning. Bottles were pre-
weighed before the trial and fluid consumption was measured by re-weighing 
these bottles after the trial and calculating the difference. Mice were first trained 
for 1 week to drink the sucrose solution, then during CVS regimen, they were 
exposed to the sucrose solution and tap water once a week with six trials in 
total. Body weight measurements were taken weekly and relative sucrose intake 
and sucrose preference (sucrose intake/total fluid intake) was calculated as 
absolute intake (g) per weight. 

 
Elevated plus-maze 
The elevated-plus maze consisted of two open arms (30 x 5 cm), two enclosed 
arms (30 x 5 cm), and a central arena (5 x 5 cm) elevated 38.5 cm above the 
ground. Mice were placed in the central arena, facing one of the closed arms. 
Percentage of time in the open arm and the number of transitions were recorded 
for 5 min. An arm entry was defined as a mouse having entered an arm of the 
maze with all four legs. 
 
Forced swim 
Mice were individually placed into glass cylinders (height 24 cm, diameter  
13 cm) containing water (14 cm, 22–23°C). Immobility, indicative of helpless 
behaviour, was recorded during the last 4 min of the 6-min testing period. 
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Open field 
Locomotor activity was measured in an open field consisting of nine black 
arenas (43 x 50 x 45 cm) using a video tracking system (Ethovision XT, Noldus 
Information Technology, Wageningen, The Netherlands) in a softly illuminated 
room. One mouse was placed in each arena, and distance travelled (cm) was 
recorded during a 30-min period. 
 
Marble burying 
Compulsive-anxiety behaviour in mice was assessed with this test [493]. Eight 
marbles (1.5 cm in diameter) were placed uniformly in a cage (45 x 28 x 20 cm) 
covered with sawdust (3 cm deep). Mice were placed in the centre of the cage 
and left for 30 min. The number of marbles buried was recorded. 
 
Novel object recognition 
Visual recognition memory was assessed with this test [494]. The apparatus 
consisted of a black square arena (43 x 50 x 45 cm). On Day 1, mice were 
placed in the arena for 30 min to habituate. On Day 2, mice were placed in the 
box at equal distance from two identical objects (A1 and A2; two prisms 7 x 3 x 
3 cm) for 5 min (sample phase). One hour after, mice were placed back in the 
box and exposed to a familiar object (A3) and to a novel object (B; a ball of 
3.5 cm of diameter mounted on a cube of 3 cm3) and video recorded (Pinnacle 
studio 9.0, Pinnacle Systems, Pittsburgh, USA) for an additional 5 min (reten-
tion test). Discrimination index (DI) was calculated as the difference between 
times spent exploring the new (N) and familiar object (F) divided by the total 
time exploring the objects (N–F/F+N) in the retention test. 
 
 

3.4. Biochemical methods 
 

3.4.1. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 
 

Monoamines in tissue collected from medial prefrontal cortex and striatum were 
measured (Paper III) by a high-performance liquid chromatography with 
electrochemical detection as described before [495]. In short, the tissues were 
disrupted with an ultrasonic homogeniser (Bandelin, Germany) in ice-cold 
solution of 0.1 M perchloric acid (10–20 μl/mg) containing 5 mM sodium bisul-
fite and 0.04 mM EDTA for avoidance of oxidation. The homogenate was then 
centrifuged at 14000x g for 20 min at 4°C and 20 μl of the resulting supernatant 
was chromatographed on a Luna C18 column (150 mm × 2 mm; 5 μm). The 
separation was done in isocratic elution mode at column temperature 30°C 
using the mobile phase containing 0.05 M citrate buffer at pH 3.7, 1 mM 
sodium octylsulfonate, 0.02 mM EDTA, 1 mM KCl and 7.5% acetonitril. The 
measurements were done at electrode potentials of a glassy carbon electrode 
+0.6 V versus Ag/AgCl reference electrode with HP 1049 electrochemical 
detector (Hewlett Packard, Germany). 
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In Paper V, GABA and glutamate concentrations in frontal cortex and hippo-
campus from CMS and control mice (WT and VGLUT1+/–; n = 15 mice/group) 
were determined by HPLC with electrochemical detection (DECADE, Antec 
Leyden, The Netherlands). A high-sensitivity analytic flow cell (VT-03) was 
used and the working electrode was set at 0.7 V. A column (biophase ODS 
5 μm, 4.6 mm × 150 mm) including precolumn derivatisation with ophthalde-
hyde and β-mercapthoethanol (Sigma–Aldrich, Seelze, Germany) was used. 
Results are expressed in ng/mg of wet tissue. 

 
 

3.4.2. Radioligand assays 
 

3.4.2.1. Radioligand binding to 5-HT transporter  
 

In Paper III, the PFC and hippocampus samples were collected from the right 
hemispheres of the animals that were decapitated and brains immediately 
dissected on ice. In Paper II, only the PFC was prepared analogously. 

The membranes from cortical tissues were prepared by homogenisation in 50 
mM Tris–HCl, (pH 7.4) and washings as described earlier [496]. The final 
pellet was resuspended in 100 vol (w/v) of the incubation buffer B (50 mM 
Tris–HCl, 120 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, pH 7.4). Binding of [N-methyl-3H]cita-
lopram (75 Ci/mmol, Amersham Biosciences) was carried out by incubating 
membranes (1 mg of tissue per tube) in incubation buffer B with different con-
centrations of the radioligand (0.3–3.5 nM) for 60 min at 25°C. Non-specific 
binding was determined in the presence of 1 μM nonradioactive fluoxetine. The 
reaction was stopped by rapid filtration through GF/B glass-fibre filters (What-
man Int. Ltd., presoaked with 0.3% polyethyleneimine before filtration) and the 
filters were washed three times with ice-cold incubation buffer. The filters were 
kept in 4 ml of scintillation cocktail OptiPhase HiSafe3 (Wallac Perkin Elmer 
Life Sciences, Cambridge, UK) overnight and counted using a RackBeta 1219 
liquid scintillation counter (Wallac Inc., Gaithersburg, USA). 

 
 

3.4.2.2. D1 receptor-specific cAMP accumulation (Paper II) 
 

Membranes from accumbal and striatal tissues were prepared and dopamine D1-
specific cAMP accumulation was measured as described earlier [497]. In brief, 
the frozen tissue samples were homogenized in 100 volume (ww/v) of ice cold 
2.5 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) containing 2 mM EGTA by Bandelin Sono-
puls sonicator (three passes, 10 s each) and were used for assay.  

Tissue homogenates (final conc. ~110 µg/mL (ww)) were added to reaction 
medium with or without 1 mM dopamine, obtaining 150 μl of reaction medium 
that contained 30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM ATP, 10 µM 
GTP, 0.75 mM EGTA, 7.5 mM KCl, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM IBMX, 0.1 mM 
Ro 20–1724, 100 µg/mL bacitracin, 0.03% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich Fine Che-
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micals), 10 mM phosphoenol pyruvate and ~30 µg/mL pyruvate kinase 
(Roche). The reaction was started by placing tubes from ice bath to 30°C water 
bath and incubated for 15 min. Reaction was terminated with EDTA (final 
concentration 25 mM) and subsequent boiling of samples for 5 min. The 
amount of accumulated cAMP in samples was measured by competition 
binding with [3H]cAMP to cAMP binding protein [498]. 

 
 

3.4.2.3. D2 receptor-stimulated  [35S]GTPγS binding (Papers II & III) 
 

Membrane preparations from NAcc and striatum were prepared as described 
[496]. The final pellet was homogenized in 90 ww/v, (striatum) or 200 ww/v 
(nucleus accumbens) of the incubation buffer A (20 mM K-HEPES, 7 mM 
MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol, pH=7.4). 

Binding of [35S]-guanosine-5′-(γ-thio)-triphosphate ([35S]GTPγS), Perkin 
Elmer Life Sciences, Boston, USA) was carried out as described earlier [499]. 
In brief, the membranes (200 μg of accumbal and 500 μg of striatal tissue (ww) 
per tube) were incubated with 0.2 nM [35S]GTPγS and different concentrations 
of GDP (1 μM – 3 mM) and 1 mM dopamine or 10 μM butaclamol (all from 
Sigma-Aldrich Fine Chemicals, St.Louis, USA) for 90 min at 30°C. The 
reaction was stopped by rapid filtration through GF/B glass-fibre filters (What-
man Int. Ltd.) and the filters were washed three times with 3 ml of ice-cold 20 
mM phosphate buffer (pH=7.4) containing 100 mM NaCl. The filters were kept 
in 4 ml of scintillation cocktail OptiPhase HiSafe3 (Wallac Perkin Elmer Life 
Sciences, Cambridge, UK) overnight and counted using a RackBeta 1219 liquid 
scintillation counter (Wallac Inc., Gaithersburg, USA). 

 
 

3.4.3. 13C-MRS Spectroscopy (Paper V) 
 

A previously described protocol [500] was used. Briefly, VGLUT1+/- and WT 
mice (n = 8/group) received (1–13C)glucose (543 mg/kg intraperitoneal) and 
(1,2–13C)acetate (504 mg/kg IP). Twenty minutes later, mice were decapitated, 
and the heads were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and kept at –80°C. Brains 
were removed from the skull whilst frozen and, after discarding the cerebellum, 
homogenized with 600 μL of perchloric acid (7% v/v). Protein was removed by 
centrifugation (7500 rpm; 6 min). Aliquot (5 μL) from the supernatant were 
reserved for HPLC measurement of the concentration of metabolites; the rest 
was neutralised with 1 mol/L potassium hydroxide followed by lyophilisation. 
Lyophilisates were dissolved in 400 μL D2O containing 0.1% of ethylene glycol 
(v/v) as an internal standard. Proton decoupled 13C-MRS spectra were obtained 
using a Bruker DRX-400 spectrometer (Bruker Analytik, Rheinstetten, Ger-
many) and the number of scans was 25000. 
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Metabolites derived from (1–13C)glucose and (1,2–13C)acetate represent the 
contribution from neurons and astrocytes to glutamate, glutamine, and GABA 
formation, respectively [500]. 

 
 

3.4.4. Western blotting (Paper V) 
 

Cortical and hippocampal expression of various proteins involved in the 
glutamate/GABA cycle were studied by Western blotting using the following 
primary antibodies: rabbit anti-VGLUT1 (1:2000; donated by Dr. S. El Mesti-
kawy, Paris, France), mouse anti-VGLUT2 (1:1000), and rabbit anti-VGAT 
(1:1000; Chemicon, Temecula, USA), mouse anti-GAD65 (1:5000) (Abcam, 
Cambridge, United Kingdom) and Rabbit anti-EAAT1 and EAAT2 (1:2500; 
Santa Cruz, Heidelberg, Germany). Horseradish peroxidase–conjugated goat 
anti-rabbit and anti-mouse secondary antibodies (1:10,000; DAKO, Cambridge-
shire, United Kingdom) were used followed by visualisation through chemi-
luminescence using SuperSignal West Pico (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, 
USA). Films were scanned and quantified using the ImageMaster 1 D (Phar-
macia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) software and normalised to β-actine. 
 
 

3.4.5. Cytochrome oxidase histochemistry and  
image analysis 

 
Brains were stored at −80°C until coronally sectioned (thickness was 20 μm in 
Paper I, 40 μm in Paper II & IV, and 50 μm in Paper V) in a cryostat microtome 
at −20°C. Slides with sectioned tissue were kept frozen at −80°C until stained. 
The staining procedure used is based on the protocol described in [501] with 
minor modifications. The 0.1 M Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4 buffer solution adjusted to 
pH of 7.4 was used. Automatic agitation was used with all the steps in the pro-
tocol. First the refrigerated sections were fixed for 5 min in 0.125% glutaralde-
hyde (v/v) solution in cold buffer (4°C). Next the specimens were washed with 
four changes (5 min each) of 10% sucrose in the buffer solution at room 
temperature. To enhance staining intensity, the sections were pre-incubated, for 
10 min with 0.0275% cobalt chloride (w/v) and 0.5% dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO, v/v) in 0.05 M Tris buffer with 10% sucrose (w/v) adjusted to pH to 
7.4 with approximately 0.1% HCl (v/v). Thereafter, the sections were stained in 
the darkness for one hour at room temperature (Papers I & II) or at 37°C (Pa-
pers IV & V) in an incubation solution consisting of 0.05% DAB (3,3′-diamino-
benzidine tetrahydrochloride, AppliChem), 0.0075% cytochrome c (Sigma, pre-
pared using TCA), 5% sucrose, 0.002% catalase (Sigma) and 0.25% DMSO 
(v/v) in sodium phosphate buffer. To avoid non-specific auto-oxidation the re-
action was conducted in dark. Finally, the reaction was stopped by introducing 
the slides for 30 min to 3.5% formalin (v/v) and 10% sucrose in phosphate 
buffer. In Papers I and II, the sections were dehydrated in ethanol, cleared in 
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xylene and coverslipped with Entellan (Merck, Whitehouse, USA); in Papers IV 
and V, clearance in xylene was omitted and slides were coverslipped imme-
diately after dehydration with Mountex (HistoLab products AB, Gothenburg, 
Sweden). In histochemical processing slides were counterbalanced by regions 
of interest (ROIs) or treatment condition.  

In Paper I, images of stained sections were digitised using Sony DXC-950P 
3CCD Colour video camera on Carl Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope with 20x 
magnification objective; converted to greyscale and cropped to the uniform size 
appropriate to the particular ROI using Graphic Converter X 5.5.2 (Lemke 
software GmbH, Peine, Germany). In Papers II, IV, and V, stained and cover-
slipped sections were digitised under Nikon SMZ 800 stereomicroscope with P-
Achro 0.5x objective lens on Nikon Coolpix 5400 photo camera and saved in a 
non-compressed format. Image analysis was conducted using the successive 
versions of Image J 1.33–1.39 software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, 
USA) on the blue channel (resulting from a RGB split) of the background-
subtracted image. Rodbard calibration procedure based on Kodak greyscale 
tablet was applied as absolute greyscale values between 0 and 255 were 
converted to the optical density units. Regions of interest were identified during 
photographing (Paper I) or image analysis (Papers II, IV, & V) with the aid of 
reference atlases of mouse [502] and rat brain [503]. Standard optical density 
values obtained form brain homogenates incubated together with the studied 
slides were used for correction in inter-batch variability of staining intensity 
(Papers II, IV, & V). In Paper I, the 3–6 individual measurements were made 
from each ROI for each animal and then averaged to obtain the single value of 
metabolic activity. Final optical density measures were standardised to Z scores 
within experiments to allow for the aggregation of results across two series of 
experiments. Dummy constant of 5 was universally added to the results to 
eliminate the negative values obtained with standardisation. In Papers II, IV, 
and V, optical density of any given region was sampled and averaged from the 
three consecutive slices of the same hemisphere in each brain, but randomly 
from right or left hemisphere of different animals. Regions of interest were 
outlined with a freehand selection tool covering the whole brain region, leaving 
out defective areas. 

 
 

3.5. Statistical analysis 
 

In Paper I, data were analysed using univariate ANOVA (Exploration) and 
single mean value for each ROI of each animal as a dependent variable. In 
Paper II, data were analysed with two-factor ANOVA (Exploration x Stress) or 
with two-factor ANOVA with repeated measures (Exploration x Stress x Time). 
Partial correlation analysis was performed on data derived from separate testing 
sessions.  

In Paper III, the USV data was analyzed with one-factor (Chirping) ANOVA 
with repeated measures. The weight and behavioural data were analysed with 
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one-factor ANOVA (Tickling or Chirping) for repeated measures. The mono-
amine data were analyzed with two-factor ANOVA (Tickling x Sex or Chirping 
x Sex). In Paper IV, data were analyzed with a three-factor (Sex x Stress x 
Chirping) ANOVA for the elevated plus-maze behaviour and COX measure-
ments, and with a three-factor (Sex x Stress x Chirping) ANOVA with repeated 
measures for the rest of data. 

In Paper V, the effect of genotype in the spectroscopy and histochemistry 
studies was analysed using Studentʼs t test. Neurotransmitter levels and protein 
expressions were analysed with two-factor ANOVA (Stress x Genotype). 
Different parameters of behavioural tests were analysed two-factor ANOVA 
(Stress x Genotype for Experiment I; Stress x Treatment for Experiment II). 
Significant main effects or interactions were analysed using Studentʼs t test. 
Sucrose intake was analysed with two-factor ANOVA with repeated measures 
followed by a two-factor ANOVA for each week. 

In all Papers, where appropriate, the subsequent pair-wise comparisons were 
made with Fisherʼs LSD test. In correlative analyses Pearsonʼs correlation 
coefficients were used. Statistical significance was set at P<0.05 in all analyses. 
All data are reported as mean ± SEM. The data of radioligand binding were ana-
lysed by means of a non-linear least squares fittings with appropriate formulas, 
using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, San Diego, USA) software. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

4.1. Exploratory behaviour  
as a stable behavioural phenotype 

 
4.1.1. Behavioural profiles of high and low explorers 

 
The exploration box test provides animal with an enhanced situation of an 
approach-avoidance conflict, because the conflict is intensified by the enrich-
ment of a novelty information value of the open field type of environment by 
the placement of the novel objects on its premises, and simultaneously pro-
viding animal with the safe-looking place to hide, absent in the standard open 
field. As animal is initially placed in the safest part of the apparatus, the 
conflicting motivation develops between staying in that place and venturing out. 
Nevertheless, the choices animals make in the apparatus are quite stable in time 
and point to the existence of a certain governing behavioural disposition. Pre-
viously, it was found that the second exposition to the test apparatus predicted 
the consequent behaviour of rats with acceptable accuracy, as inter-session 
correlations from the second session onwards were high [281], whilst impulsi-
veness and behavioural reactivity are more prominent on the first exposition 
[279].  

Animals, divided into groups of low explorers (LE) and high explorers (HE) 
[420], preserve their distinctive behavioural profiles upon the re-testing 1 and 
even 6 months later [281]. Re-testing 6 months later has revealed certain atte-
nuation in the absolute levels of exploratory activity of HE-rats, probably due to 
age- and weight-related decrease in exploratory drive [281]. In Paper II, a 
certain amount of habituation was found in the unstressed animals, as HE-rats 
explored less on the second day of re-testing, and LE-rats slightly more, whilst 
clear group differences in exploratory activity remained intact. The most 
striking difference on re-testing between LE and HE control rats was in the 
latency, as it took LE control rats more than 10 minutes on average to come out 
from the small chamber. In the selection testing, they did not come out at all.  

On the re-testing after CVS in stressed groups, LE-rats remained near-zero 
explorers and no habituation to the test was observed in HE-rats, so that they 
kept their exploration levels from the second day of selection testing in contrast 
to HE control rats. The decrease in exploration of HE control rats can be 
explained in two ways: animals from this group explored less due to habituation 
and age- and weight-related decrease in exploratory drive, or the result of the 
second day of selection testing was for some reason higher and masked their 
true relatively lower exploratory disposition, which was measured with less 
error on re-testing. Regression toward the mean serves as an explanatory 
mechanism in the second case [504]. Group-assignment was carried out based 
on the sum of exploratory events, however, it is worth mentioning that HE 
stress animals have made significantly more rearings than HE control counter-
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parts on both exposures to the exploration box, supporting the idea that these 
two groups were from the beginning somewhat different in their exploratory 
behaviour, hence it is very difficult to assess the impact of stress on exploration 
other than to say that it had no inhibitory effect on HE stress rats and also did 
not invigorate LE stress animals. In conclusion, stress had no differentiating 
effects on exploratory phenotype, other than revealing a somewhat greater 
sensitivity in LE-rats, which, however, was not statistically significant.      

From the very first trial, all rats exhibited clear preference for the sucrose 
solution over water; hence we decided to concentrate on weight-adjusted 
sucrose preference as the most informative index of CVS impact. Control rats 
did not differ in their sucrose preference throughout the trials and their results 
on individual trials had comparable oscillations, signifying the similar impact of 
environmental variables on the inter-trial variation. We have previously found 
that both group- and single-housed Wistar LE- and HE-rats did not differ in 
their sucrose preference on two daily consecutive trials [281].  

In the elevated plus-maze, HE-rats had higher levels of line crossings, open 
arm entries, and total arm entries, as well as lower latency – which are all 
indicators of lower levels of anxiety – compared to LE rats. LE-rats, whose 
activity in the exploration box was almost non-existent, remained less active but 
did show some exploratory/locomotor activity, therefore providing the support 
for the hypothesis that both test paradigms (EB and EPM) measure distinctive, 
but overlapping, sets of behavioural responses, where the EPM is a more sensi-
tive instrument towards measuring behaviours related to anxiety and risk-
assessment [383, 505] in situations, where the source of danger – height – is 
readily identifiable, and therefore directed fear is also hypothesised to be a 
prominent reaction [506]. However, generally the avoidance of open arms does 
not habituate, but rather increases on repeated testing in the same apparatus, 
which is not typical for a purely fear-based behavioural reaction and suggests 
the presence of thigmotaxis as a mediating variable [507]. Approach-avoidance 
tendencies are more biased toward avoidance in EPM, but behaviour is struc-
tured within similar confines and, therefore, HE- and LE-rats still differ. Cur-
rent results are similar to the ones from our previous study [281]. In animals, 
bred on the basis of their high or low anxiety-related behaviour in EPM (HAB 
and LAB, respectively), the former were also less active in the black-white box 
and open field test [508, 509]. It might therefore be concluded that the beha-
vioural phenotypes initially measured in one type of the apparatus are robust 
enough to be transferable into conceptually similar test paradigms, but there is 
also test-unique portion of behavioural variability.  

In the social interaction, no baseline difference between LE- and HE-rats 
was identified. Previously, we have found no statistical difference in social 
interaction in single-housed rats during subsequent testing on 3 days, although 
on the first 2 days HE Wistar rats had a tendency to be more active [281], which 
was also the case in the current study. Our rats were group-housed and it is well 
established that social deprivation increases the intensity of subsequent social 
interaction [510]. In the current study, the duration of the social interaction was 
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about 2.5 times lower than in our study of single-housed rats [281]. Socially 
isolated HAB-rats spent less time in active social interaction [508], but the 
procedure was quite different (intensity of luminance, pre-familiarisation with 
the test apparatus, arena size), so that direct comparison between the two animal 
models is problematic. In different inbred rat strains, selectively bred for their 
performance of an active avoidance in a in a two-way shuttle-box, social 
behaviour was generally similar [511, 512]. Hence, social behaviour is likely to 
constitute a separate behavioural domain, exhibiting little co-dependence with 
exploratory and fearful/defensive domains. 

LE- and HE-rats showed similar behaviour in FST, moreover, there was no 
increase of immobility on the second day of testing. We have observed 
previously a higher proportion of swimming and less immobility on the 2nd day 
of testing in HE-rats compared to LE-rats [281]. Control HE-rats showed a 
tendency for more swimming on both FST days as well in the current study. 
Only in HE animals the immobility time was significantly decreased and 
swimming increased on Day 2 [281]. Shares of the three recorded activities 
(struggling, swimming, and immobility) were similar in the first days of testing 
between the current study and [281]. In animals, selected based on the time 
spent on the open arms of EPM and divided into LOA- (less time on open arms) 
and HOA-rats (more time), there was no difference in FST behaviour [513]. 
Floripa H-rats, which were selectively bred from the intercrosses of three rat 
strains (Wistar, Hooded, and Lewis) for high levels of locomotion in the central 
area of the open field test conducted for 5 minutes [514], and therefore resemble 
HR-rats (which were discussed in the introduction), showed lower immobility 
levels [515]. Behaviour of HE rats cannot be attributed to the higher impulsivity 
levels, as there is no phenotype effect on struggling, and their swimming level 
is higher on the second days of testing; nor to the emotional reactivity, as faecal 
boli do not differ between phenotypes [281]. Immobility levels of Floripa H-rats 
were similar in absolute values to the ones exhibited by our HE-rats, whereas 
the opposite phenotype of Floripa L-rats was immobile longer (about 200 s) 
[514] than either of our groups or LOA/HOA rats [513]. In conclusion, a bolder 
exploratory phenotype may predispose rats to select a more active coping 
strategies in FST, but the magnitude of this effect is rather small and may not be 
always statistically clear.    

 
 

4.1.2. Brain oxidative metabolism in high and low explorers 
 

Brain oxidative metabolism in LE- and HE-rats was measured in Papers I and 
II, as well as in the unpublished study aimed at replicating the results from 
Paper I with an improved methodology However, the latter study failed to find 
differences in COX activity between the opposing behavioural phenotypes. The 
primary methodological difference between the studies was in the way digital 
pictures of the stained brain slices were obtained. In Paper I, brain slices were 
photographed on Carl Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope with 20x magnification 
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objective, so that photos of individual ROIs were taken directly under the 
microscope and, barring the damaged areas, the optical density was measured 
from the same area, irrespective of ROIʼs anatomical dimensions. In Paper II 
and in unpublished study, the whole slice was digitised at once under the 
stereomicroscope, and ROIs were later outlined by a freehand selection tool.  

Only in study from Paper I, differences in cerebral oxidative metabolism 
between two exploratory phenotypes were identified. LE-rats had higher meta-
bolic activity in dorsal raphe (DR) and inferior colliculus (IC). IC, together with 
the periaqueductal grey matter and deep layers of superior colliculi, are believed 
to constitute the tectal antipredatory defence system with the modulatory 
influence on the baseline anxiety levels in the brain [516, 517]. This midbrain 
tectal defence system has reciprocal connections with nuclei of extended 
amygdala and medial hypothalamus [516], thus having an important modulatory 
role in emotional memory processing and motivational state of the animal. In 
addition to glutamate, serotonin [518] and GABA [519, 520] are major neuro-
transmitters in IC.  

Local injections of NMDA receptor ligands or glutamate into IC, as well as 
its electrical stimulation and aversive conditioning, produce a number of 
aversive-defensive behaviours characterised by freezing [521], increased alert-
ness and escape reactions [522], accompanied by analgesia [523, 524]. 
Aversive-defensive behaviours are antagonised by GABA- and 5-HT-ergic 
mechanisms [525, 526]. Serotonin also plays a major role in the modulation of 
auditory input [527]. Brainstem raphe nuclei and locus coeruleus (LC) send 
afferents to periaqueductal grey matter (PAG) and central nucleus of IC [528–
531], therefore both serotonergic and noradrenergic inputs may be important for 
the modulation of the defensive behaviour. Stimulation of 5-HT neurons within 
the DR tends to inhibit fight/flight/freeze reactions via projections to the dorsal 
PAG, and to potentiate fear/anxiety via projections to the amygdala [532]. 
Learned helplessness selectively increases the activity of the serotonergic neu-
rons in DR, which is critical for the transfer of acquired state of passive coping 
and heightened anxiety across different situations [533]. Increased serotonin 
levels in the forebrain are associated with preference for passive defence 
strategies and submissive behaviour [534]. Hence, the persistently higher meta-
bolic activity in DR and IC in the LE-rats could serve as the neurobiological 
basis for their passive and defence oriented coping style in novel environments, 
which in turn may lead to an enhanced DA-ergic neurotransmission in pre-
frontal cortex to generate adaptive responses to aversive states generated at the 
midbrain and brainstem level [535]. 

HE-rats showed higher metabolic activity only in one brain region: entorhi-
nal cortex. Higher metabolism in entorhinal cortex may be suggestive of a 
higher baseline ability to accommodate the increased load of a novel sensory 
information processed by this region [536, 537], whilst engaging in exploration 
and, thus, contact with novel stimuli. Entorhinal cortex participates in both 
spatial memory consolidation and retrieval, mainly through glutamate-mediated 
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processes [538, 539], whilst its serotonergic mechanisms have been implicated 
in the processing of defensive and avoidance behaviours [540, 541].  

On two later attempts we failed to replicate these results and found no 
impact of exploratory phenotype on cerebral oxidative metabolism. One pos-
sibility is that experiments lacked the statistical power to reliably detect subtle 
changes in COX activity. Metabolism is global and tightly regulated process, 
therefore it behoves to ask a question on effects of what magnitude we can 
realistically expect to observe. If we anesthetise a human brain into the state of 
unconsciousness, then PET mapping of changes in regional glucose metabolism 
reveals global cerebral metabolic decrease in the range of 40–55% [542]. 
Studies of regional glucose metabolism during differential sensory stimulations 
in conscious subjects produce changes in the range of 8–29% [543]. However, 
due to the limited sensitivity of PET method an overestimation of the magnitude 
of task-specific activation is likely [544]. Task-specific raised blood oxyge-
nation leads to change in the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen utilisation 
(CMRO2/ CMRO2), and via the glucose oxidation it is tightly coupled to 
change in both electric and chemical activities of mostly glutamatergic 
neurotransmission [543]. A conventional fMRI blood-oxygen-level dependence 
(BOLD) technique can be used to estimate the localisation of changes in neural 
activity, but a calibrated fMRI experiment, in which CMRO2/ CMRO2 is 
extracted from other hemodynamic measurements, offers quantitative infor-
mation about the magnitude of change in neural activity [545]. Forepaw stimu-
lation in rats anesthetised with halothane (cerebral metabolic rate of glucose 
consumption is 10–20% lower than in awake animals) produced 7% CMRO2 

increase in S1 contralateral cortical area [546]. In another example, stimulation 
of a human primary visual cortex (V1) with prolonged visual stimulus (21 min), 
with a black-white checkerboard reversing its contrast at 8 Hz, designed to 
selectively activate different populations of V1 neurons, leads to the time-
dependent monotonic CMRO2 increase from 8% at 3 min to 15% at 21 min 
[547].  

The comparison of the magnitude of differences of COX activity levels 
between congenitally helpless and congenitally resistant to helplessness rat lines 
on the one hand [353, 354]; and congenitally helpless rats that either received 
for 2 weeks SSRI fluoxetine or not [356] on the other hand; suggests a signifi-
cantly larger influence of genetic background on metabolism. For example, in a 
comparison of the magnitude of metabolic differences for the three brain 
regions usually implicated in the affective psychopathology: CA1 40% vs. 3%, 
habenula 70% vs. 7%, basolateral amygdala 17% vs. 1%, the larger differences 
are seen between congenitally helpless and resistant rats. In Paper IV, sex diffe-
rences in COX activity levels were larger than the effect of CVS, whilst there 
were no differences due to affective phenotype. We have also found a larger 
effect of chronic social defeat stress over the behavioural phenotype of sucrose 
intake [548]. Overall, this suggests that differences in cerebral oxidative meta-
bolism are rather small in case of behaviourally identified phenotypes, increase 
due to specific experimental treatment, and can become even more pronounced 
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in cases of asymmetry in genetic backgrounds as a result of selective breeding 
(exemplified in congenitally helpless and resistant rats) [549], or due to the sex 
differences discussed below in chapter 4.3.4.  

Increased brain oxidative metabolism may be explained by the increase in 
the neuronal mean firing rate within a particular anatomical structure. For 
example, an increase in neuronal mean firing rate of 1 Hz increases energy 
consumption by 6.5 µmol ATP/g/min, whereas mean energy consumption for 
brainʼs grey matter is about 40 µmol ATP/g/min [285].  

 
 
4.1.3. Effects of chronic variable stress in high and low explorers 

 
A decreased preference of sweetened solutions and slower weight gain are 
considered the main indicators of effectiveness of CVS regimen [142, 157]. 
Effect of CVS was most pronounced in reducing the sucrose preference after 
the first week of treatment and by the end of the third week, the complete 
habituation, judging by hedonic capacity, was achieved. However, by the end of 
the fourth week of CVS, stress animals demonstrated again an anhedonic ten-
dency. As stressors schedule was the same every week, the same stressor 
always preceded the sucrose preference trials; therefore the observed effects are 
not explained by the acute effect of a particular stressor, but rather by the 
adaptation to the CVS regimen as a whole. Similar habituations to CVS effects 
have been shown before [550], yet our finding is rather atypical in comparison 
to the corpus of CVS studies. A decrease in the body weight gain of stressed 
animals was also observed. It was more pronounced in LE-rats, suggesting that 
some effects of chronic stress are phenotype-mediated. 

In EPM, chronic stress had no significant impact on subsequent behaviour. 
Previously, CVS has been associated mainly with the anxiolytic effects in EPM 
[154, 156].  

The duration of social interaction with an unfamiliar conspecific was signifi-
cantly increased in chronically stressed animals irrespectively of their explo-
ratory phenotype. Chronic stress was so far mostly studied for its effects on 
antagonistic social interactions. Footshock-induced inter-male aggression was 
reduced after exposure to CVS and completely restored by chronic antidepres-
sant treatment [551]. In resident-intruder test, 9 weeks of CVS were associated 
with an increased submissiveness in Lister hooded male rats in a role of the 
resident, whereas in EPM chronic stress had anxiolytic effect, and in the social 
interaction test no associations were found [156]. In single-housed Wistar [150] 
and in group-housed Sprague-Dawley [222] male rats, a negative effect of CVS 
on the social activity levels was found in the same testing conditions as used in 
Paper II.  

In FST, the sole group difference emerged due to the stress-phenotype inter-
action:  LE stress rats swam more than HE stress animals, whilst control groups 
demonstrated similar levels of swimming. Comparison across testing days 
revealed that this outcome was caused by the reduction on the second testing 
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day in the levels of struggling, increase in the levels of swimming and no 
significant change in immobility. In similar test procedures, CVS has generally 
reduced immobility and increased active coping [222, 552], which may suggest 
that CVS impact was less potent in the current study. However, generally 
accepted outcome of chronic stress on FST is a depressive phenotype charac-
terised by the increase in the immobility levels [553–555], though, from the 
very beginning of the implementation of FST, the opposite effect has been 
shown [160]. The increase in LE stress ratsʼ swimming was achieved through 
the reduction in struggling, indicating a higher tone of serotonergic neurotrans-
mission over noradrenergic [132]. In control animals, there was no reduction in 
struggling between days 1 and 2 of testing, which may be explained by rather 
low levels of struggling already present on day 1. 

In addition to social activity, CVS increased D1 receptor-specific cAMP 
accumulation in both LE- and HE-rats in the NAcc, but not in striatum. This 
finding is in line with studies that show the decrease of basal extracellular DA 
levels in NAcc Shell [254, 556], the decreased number of DA transporter 
binding sites [556], as well as the increase in D1 receptor-specific radioligand 
binding and Vmax of D1 agonist-stimulated adenylyl cyclase in NAcc, but not 
in striatum, in animals submitted to a chronic stress [556, 557]. In contrast, 
chronic antidepressant administration decreases D1 receptor-specific binding, 
cAMP accumulation [558–560], and spontaneous firing rates of DA-ergic 
neurons in NAcc [561], but elevates D1 and not D2 receptor gene expression in 
NAcc [562]. D1 mRNA expression in NAcc was unaffected by the 8-week 
CVS, whilst D2 mRNA were reduced [563]. However, a decrease in D1 receptor 
binding, but not affinity, has been found after chronic restraint stress [564]. In 
single-housed male Wistar rats, neither a weeklong restraint stress, nor a 2-
week CVS, produced differences in DA D1 and D2 receptors mRNA expression 
in nucleus accumbens. Individual susceptibility to develop a stress-induced 
anhedonia had no effect either [565]. Impoverished rearing conditions, as well 
as environmental enrichment, had no effect on both D1 and D2 receptor-specific 
radioligand bindings [566]. It seems that functional state of D1 receptors may 
signal the overall reduction of mesoaccumbal neuronal terminal field activity 
caused by CVS, but whether this mechanism accounts for anhedonia in sucrose 
preference test requires further investigation. 

In the current study, no effect of stress on striatal and accumbal D2 receptor 
function was found. In previous works, CVS has been shown to decrease 
expression of both D2 receptor mRNA [563] and protein [257], whilst chronic 
restraint stress increased D2 binding [567] in NAcc. Similarly, repeated immo-
bilisation stress increases D2 receptor binding in NAcc when animals are single-
housed after stress, whereas pair-housing after stress is associated with an 
increased D2 binding in dorsal striatum [568]. On the other hand, CVS 
increased D1 receptor binding in NAcc, but did not change the D2 receptor 
binding, neither in NAcc nor dorsal striatum [557]. Considering the stress-
phenotype interaction, repeated social-defeat stress has decreased the D2 mRNA 
levels selectively in LR-rats [569]. Hence, the influence of chronic stress on D2 
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receptors remains controversial, probably mediated by stress paradigms, post-
stress conditions, and other variables. 

 Nucleus accumbens is a core region in the incentive motivation circuitry 
[570] and in behavioural activation system [391], therefore a modulation of 
dopaminergic neurotransmission there may indicate an adaptive response to 
prolonged stress [571]. In our study D1 receptors in NAcc were in sensitised 
state after the CVS, possibly due to the reduction of DA turnover mediated by 
HPA axis [571]. On the level of emotional and motivational self-regulation, 
DA-ergic transmission in NAcc may also facilitate an appetitive affective state 
to counter the aversive effects of stress [570, 572], which may explain some 
invigorating effects of stress observed in our behavioural tests. Consonantly, D1 
receptor-specific radioligand binding was significantly higher in NAcc of rats 
resistant to learned helplessness [573].  

Chronic stress was also associated with higher oxidative metabolism in 
anteroventral thalamus, median raphe nuclei (MRN), and periaqueductal grey 
matter (PAG). Median raphe nuclei are the origin of the ascending serotonergic 
hippocampo-septal pathway and are implicated in a long-term contextual fear 
responses and generalisation of defensive and anxiogenic behaviours over 
multiple contextual stress stimuli [574, 575]. Tryptophan hydroxylase immuno-
reactivity [576] and mRNA levels [577] are elevated in MRN after chronic 
restraint stress. An increase in c-fos expression after repeated social defeat in 
male rats in MRN and PAG has also been reported [578] – effects signifying a 
probable modulatory role of glucocorticoids on serotonergic biosynthesis and 
neurotransmission [579, 580]. 

Periaqueductal grey matter receives projections from both dorsal [581] and 
median raphe nuclei [582, 583]. Anatomically, it consists of distinct, longi-
tudinal functional columns [584]. Rostral parts of dorsolateral and dorsomedial 
columns in PAG are involved in active coping with stressors of primarily 
psychological nature (e.g. catʼs smell). The coping presumes an active engage-
ment of environment and includes such physiological changes as heightened 
somatomotor activity, increased vigilance, and hyper-reactivity [585]. The in-
crease in oxidative metabolism of these two brain regions suggests the presence 
of fearfulness and agitation in stressed animals that may account for invi-
goration detected in the behavioural tests. 

Anteroventral thalamus (AVN) has mostly been implicated in memory 
organisation [586, 587], however, it also shows robust stress-induced activation. 
Intracerebroventricular administration of CRF increases glucose utilisation in 
AVN, congruously with MRN, as measured 1 h later by 2DG autoradiography 
[588]. Different acute stressors elevate immediate early genes c-fos and zif/268 
mRNA levels in AVN, in case of c-fos in accord with PAG and MRN [589–
591]. Repeated social defeat stress in mice increased c-Fos immunoreactivity in 
all three regions [592]. The dorsomedial part of AVN contains a dense plexus of 
dopamine-β-hydroxylase axons [593], originating from locus coeruleus and 
producing a rapid release of noradrenaline evoked by LC stimulation [594]. A 
robust expression of GABA synthesisʼ markers GAD65 and GAD67 has also 
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been reported [595], suggesting a possible involvement of these two neuro-
transmitters in the stress-induced activation observed there.  

All three brain regions significantly influenced by chronic stress in this study 
also showed a strong pattern of inter-correlations, suggesting some degree of 
functional coordination. 

In conclusion, chronic stress regimen was effective in eliciting anhedonia 
and weight gain deceleration, but was also associated with some invigorating 
results in behavioural tests and increases in cerebral oxidative metabolism, as 
well as D1 receptor-specific cAMP accumulation in NAcc. Our animals were 
group-housed, and this arrangement in male rats is protective against some, 
otherwise common, effects of chronic stress [596, 597]. This may be one expla-
nation for unusual constellation of behaviours observed in our study. However, 
recently, a co-segregation of the stress-induced anhedonia with invigorating 
behaviours has been observed by others [598, 599] and warrants further explo-
ration.   

 
 

4.2. Imbalances in excitatory-inhibitory neurotransmission 
in mice with decreased vesicular glutamate transporter 1 

levels as a model of human depression 
 

4.2.1. Behavioural and neurochemical profile of VGLUT1 +/– mice 
 
In sucrose intake test, VGLUT1 +/– mice have decreased their levels of sucrose 
consumption at Week 2, in comparison to WT mice, and maintained such lower 
level of intake until the end of the test, demonstrating age-dependent lowering 
of hedonic capacity. They also exhibited higher immobility in FST, which was 
potentiated by CVS. Immobility in the FST is linked to the state of behavioural 
despair [129] and may be paraphrased as a state of helplessness and hopeless-
ness that has both affective and cognitive characteristics. Anhedonia is a core 
symptom of the current diagnostic criteria for clinical depression, whilst help-
lessness and hopelessness, combined into the single dimension, posses a good 
diagnostic utility [600]. In the rest of behavioural tests, VGLUT1 +/– mice 
showed a similar behavioural profile to their WT counterparts.  

Pair-wise comparison of COX activity in VGLUT1+/– and WT mice for 
each of the 100 ROIs produced no significant differences. Interestingly, in al-
most all brain regions, the VGLUT+/– mice showed a slight non-significant 
increase of activity, which may be explained by comparable glutamate tissue 
levels in VGLUT1 +/– and WT mice. 

Injection of (1–13C)glucose and (1,2–13C)acetate lead to an efficient labelling 
of the various metabolites studied.  A significant increase in glutamate (4–13C) 
was shown in whole brain extracts of VGLUT1+/– mice compared with their 
WT littermates by 13C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. However, no 
changes in the levels of the other metabolites were detected between the two 
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groups. Similarly, acetate/glucose utilisation ratios for glutamate, glutamine, 
and GABA were not altered. 

Brain tissue levels of glutamate and GABA were determined by HPLC in 
frontal cortex and hippocampus. Chronic stress induced a significant increase in 
cortical and hippocampal glutamate levels in both WT and VGLUT1+/– mice. 
Both VGLUT+/– and CVS were associated with lower levels of GABA in 
frontal cortex and hippocampus. Effects of CVS and partial VGLUT1 gene in-
activation were similar in magnitude and non-additive. Cortical and hippo-
campal expression of VGLUT1 protein was measured by Western blotting. As 
expected, among control animals, VGLUT1+/– genotype had reduced the level 
of VGLUT1 by 41% in the frontal cortex and by 35% in the hippocampus, 
compared to WT mice. In contrast, an elevation in the mRNA expression of 
VGLUT1 and its protein levels in cerebral cortex and hippocampus followed 
chronic administration of antidepressants, ECT and lithium to unstressed mice 
[601, 602]. Chronic stress reduced VGLUT1 protein expression somewhat 
further, but this was not statistically significant. In the later study, it was found 
that CVS has decreased GAD65, VGLUT1, and GABA levels in ventral hippo-
campus of male C57BL/6 mice [603]. Glutamate transporter EAAT1 had lower 
expression in VGLUT1+/– mice. In agreement with a previous study [90], 
VGLUT1+/– mice showed normal levels of glutamate but decreased cortical 
and hippocampal levels of GABA and VGLUT1, as well as passive coping in 
FST. VGLUT1+/– mice also exhibit deficits in hippocampal synaptic plasticity 
[604] and upregulation of the synaptic vesicle protein synapsin 1 [605] that can 
be a compensatory process of pre-synaptic vesicle poolʼs integrity maintenance 
against the reduction in VGLUT1 [606].  

Several spectroscopy studies have shown decreased GABA levels in the 
cerebral cortex of depressed patients [607–611]. In one study the decreased 
GABA and simultaneously increased glutamate levels were associated with the 
melancholic, but not atypical, subtype of the clinical depression [610]. More-
over, decreased glial EAAT1 has been observed in cortical post-mortem tissue 
of patients who had suffered clinical depression [42], and preclinical studies in 
rats have also linked decreased GABA levels to helplessness in the forced 
swimming test [612]. Glutamate is a precursor for the major neuronal GABA 
synthesis pathway [613], hence alterations in glutamate release, glial reuptake, 
or both would be expected to affect GABA-ergic neurotransmission. Decreased 
glutamate release could limit the uptake of glutamate by the GABA-ergic 
terminal through the neuronal EAAT3–4 transporters [613]. Another possibility 
is the downregulation of EAAT1 detected by Western blotting that could limit 
the uptake of glutamate by astrocytes and, therefore, the synthesis and transport 
of glutamine from glial cells to the GABA-ergic terminal, thus affecting the 
synthesis of GABA [614]. It should be mentioned that EAAT1 is prevalent in 
cerebellum and cortex, especially early in the development, and EAAT2 is 
prevalent in forebrain and it carries out the bulk of glutamate uptake in the brain 
in general [615, 616], however, there was no stress or genotype effect on 
EAAT2. Congenitally helpless rats have elevated glutamate to GABA ratio 
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[617] and reduced expression of glutamate transporters: VGLUT1, EAAT2 and 
EAAT4, but not EAAT1 and EAAT3, in the hippocampus and cortical areas 
[618]. There were also differences in markers of GABA-ergic neurotrans-
mission: GABAA receptor densities are increased specifically in the septum 
[619], GABA transporter GAT3 was downregulated in cingulate and posterior 
cortex, hippocampus, basolateral amygdala, habenula, and ventral thalamus, 
whilst GAT1 was downregulated only in parietal cortex, and VGAT, as well as 
GAD67 levels were mostly unchanged [620].   

Previous studies show that VGLUT1 is the major isoform in both the frontal 
cortex and the hippocampus [621, 622], where it plays a key role in the vesi-
cular uptake and synaptic transmission of glutamate [482, 623–625]. Decreased 
VGLUT1 mRNA expression in entorhinal cortex was associated with diagnoses 
of clinical depression and bipolar disorder [626]. The downregulation of corti-
cal and hippocampal EAAT1 supports the idea of decreased glutamate release 
in the VGLUT1-dependent synapses because this glial transporter is regulated 
by the amount of glutamate released into the synaptic cleft [627, 628]. In dis-
agreement with this, in the initial characterization of the VGLUT1 knockout 
mice, no apparent differences in the evoked excitatory postsynaptic current 
(EPSC) in VGLUT1+/– hippocampal cultured neurons were shown [482], sug-
gesting that a 50% reduction in the VGLUT1 content does not affect the quantal 
size. However, these studies were carried out in individual cultured neurons, 
and we currently do not know whether the same is true for the intact brain of 
adult mice, in which minor changes could potentially be physiologically rele-
vant. The behavioural phenotype would argue for a change in EPSC size in 
vivo. However, the behavioural phenotype could also be due to compensatory 
changes that occur in VGLUT1+/– animals that leave the EPSC amplitude 
unchanged. More specifically, the increase of the neuronal de novo synthesis of 
glutamate, derived from (1–13C) glucose, suggests a compensatory effect for the 
decreased vesicular VGLUT1 content and, perhaps, for the downregulation of 
EAAT1 [614, 629, 630]. This increase could contribute to the maintenance of 
both the cytoplasmic and the vesicular pools [631] of glutamate in the 
VGLUT1+/– neurons, which would agree with the normal tissue levels detected 
by HPLC and may be sufficient to normalise EPSC size. However, other studies 
suggest that the contribution of glutamate synthesis through the tricarboxylic 
acid (TCA) cycle to the vesicle pool of glutamate is limited [632], supporting 
the idea of decreased vesicular pool and synaptic release of glutamate in the 
VGLUT1+/– mice. Because of the low limit of detection of some metabolites, 
the 13C-MRS studies were carried out in whole-brain extracts. Although the 
values therefore do not specifically represent only those areas in which 
VGLUT1 is the major isoform, they nonetheless should have a proportional 
representation of any change in the VGLUT1-expressing regions. 
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4.2.2. Effects of chronic variable stress and  
imipramine treatment on VGLUT1 +/– mice 

 
Chronic stress induced some changes equally in both genotypes and in other 
tests interacted specifically with VGLUT1+/– genotype. Stress and genotype 
interactions would be the primary focus of this section.  

Body weight was not affected by CVS. Before the onset of CVS, sucrose 
and water intake was similar in all the groups and did not increase during the 
subsequent training in control animals, most likely because of 1 week of pre-
training. Chronic stress induced a significant decrease in sucrose intake at 
Weeks 5 and 6 in WT mice and at Week 6 in VGLUT+/– mice. In the second 
experiment, where imipramine was administered to VGLUT1+/– mice for the 
last three weeks of CVS, a monotonic reduction in sucrose intake was observed, 
which reached the statistical significance at Week 4 and continued further 
decline for untreated CVS group mice. Imipramine treatment increased sucrose 
intake at Week 5 in both treated groups over the level demonstrated by the 
untreated control mice and at Week 6 both groups receiving antidepressant were 
on the same level of sucrose intake with control untreated mice. In contrast, no 
stress or imipramine effect was detected in the sucrose preference.  

In FST, chronic stress increased immobility time in both genotypes, which 
was proportionally higher in VGLUT1+/– mice compared to WT. The same 
CVS effect was seen in Experiment 2, and imipramine administration success-
fully reduced immobility time in both control and stress groups, restoring the 
Stress/Imipramine mice behaviour to the levels observed in Control/Untreated 
animals.  

Stressed VGLUT1+/– mice showed increased anhedonia and helpless beha-
viour compared with WT/CVS mates, and these effects were reversed by re-
peated imipramine treatment, which supports the idea that VGLUT1+/– mice 
are more vulnerable than WT mice to a stress-induced depressive-like pheno-
type.  

In EPM, chronic stress reduced, uniformly in both phenotypes, the per-
centage of time spent in the open arms in Experiment 1. However, imipramine 
treatment had no effect on the percentage of time spent in the open arms and 
neither did CVS produce anxiogenic effects in Experiment 2, though the 
statistically non-significant tendency for CVS-induced reduction in the open-
arms attendance was present. The percentage of time spent on the open arms in 
the EPM was very low in both experiments (3–4%), which is less than is 
usually observed in mice with the same genetic background [494, 633].    

Marble burying behaviour was affected neither by CVS, nor by imipramine 
administration. The latter result is curious because generally antidepressants are 
known as inhibitors of marble burying [634]. 

In novel object recognition test, CVS induced a decrease in discrimination 
index 1 hour after the sample phase in both WT and VGLUT1+/– mice. In Ex-
periment 2, the stress effect was repeated, whilst chronic imipramine treatment 
reverted the discrimination index back on the level of Control/Untreated animals. 
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In open field, CVS induced a significant increase in the travelled distance 
during the 30 min of spontaneous locomotor activity selectively in VGLUT1+/– 
mice compared to controls. In Experiment 2, chronic stress increased ambu-
lation in both groups and imipramine had no effect. These results suggest that 
behaviours in FST and in the open-field constitute separate behavioural do-
mains. 

Chronic stress significantly increased VGLUT2 expression in VGLUT1+/– 
mice but not in WT mice, both in the frontal cortex and in the hippocampus. 
Vesicular GABA transporter (VGAT) and glutamic acid decarboxylase 65 
(GAD65) expressions were significantly decreased by CVS irrespective of 
genotype. In VGLUT1+/– mice, the downregulation of cortical and hippo-
campal glial excitatory transporter – EAAT1 expression was identified. In ad-
dition, CVS induced a significant increase of EAAT1 in the WT mice (159%) in 
the hippocampus compared with WT animals. The expression of second glial 
excitatory transporter – EAAT2 was not altered by either stress or genotype in 
neither of brain regions.  

In addition to prevalent symptoms of depression, our CVS model [494] also 
addressed other clinical features that are highly comorbid with clinical depres-
sion such as anxiety [635] and impaired cognition [636, 637]. Both depression 
[607–611] and anxiety [638–640] have been linked to impaired GABA-ergic 
function, and overactive glutamatergic function has been shown in various 
anxiety disorders [641, 642] and in mood disorders [643]. Furthermore, modu-
lation of glutamatergic receptor activity [644], as well as redressing the 
imbalances of glutamate cycling and metabolism [44] are promising areas of 
research on novel antidepressants. In rodents, abnormal increase in glutamate 
efflux has been reported in the PFC in response to acute stress, as well as 
corticosterone treatment [645]. Other studies have also shown decreased pre-
frontal cortical and cerebellar GAD65 and GAD67 levels in depressed patients 
[646, 647] and a link between anxiety and a polymorphism in the GAD65 [648] 
gene. Moreover, mice lacking an isoform of GAD65 have shown reduced 
GABA levels and increased anxiety [649, 650], whereas rats exposed to CVS 
show reduced glial metabolism and resulting diminished role of astrocytes in 
GABA formation, though tissue concentration of glutamate and GABA in PFC 
were not changed [651]. The downregulation of VGAT and its coupled GABA 
synthesising enzyme GAD65 in response to CVS could explain the decreased 
GABA levels observed in the frontal cortex and in the hippocampus of the CVS 
mice. The upregulation of hippocampal EAAT1 may occur as a neuroprotective 
response to stress-induced elevations in glutamate in the synaptic cleft [627, 
628], as well as in response to increased corticosterone levels [652]. 

VGLUT1+/– mice exposed to chronic mild stress showed a combined 
phenotype (stress plus genotype), but also specific neurochemical and beha-
vioural alterations because of the interaction between stress and decreased 
VGLUT1 levels. Interestingly, the striking upregulation of VGLUT2, along 
with the lack of upregulation of EAAT1 and decreased GABA formation, sug-
gests an increase in excitatory post-synaptic stimulation that could be linked to 
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the increased ambulation in the open field, however, COX measurements do not 
support this hypothesis. It is noteworthy, that different animal models of depres-
sion demonstrate quite non-overlapping patterns of changes in the neuro-
transmission of amino acids [618, 620, 653], but still, somehow antidepressants 
almost always work and restore status quo [603, 654, 655]. 

 
 

4.3. Positive expressed emotionality  
as a stable behavioural phenotype 

 
4.3.1. Stability of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations in time 
 

In all experiments, the gradual rise in the number of 50-kHz chirps over re-
peated tickling sessions stabilised on an individually specific level by the end of 
second week of tickling. The averaged 50-kHz USV response to daily tickling 
on days 12–14 proved to be a good predictor of the subsequent USV levels and 
was used to divide rats into groups of high and low chirpers (HC and LC, 
respectively) by the median split in all experiments. At this point HC-rats have 
reached plateau in the number of 50-kHz USVs and later sessions have shown 
either stable levels of positively valenced chirps or a slight declining trend, 
possibly due to habituation and maturation [444]. In Experiment 2 Paper III, 
LC-rats of both sexes continued to increase their 50-kHz calls during the third 
week of tickling. Absolute levels of 50-kHz USVs dropped significantly with 
the discontinuation of daily tickling sessions, but group differences had re-
mained intact. This suggests interplay between the individual propensity to 
react positively to human tactile stimulation and the importance of daily prac-
tice for enhanced response. Similar pattern of change over repeated tickling 
sessions was visible in both sexes in the FM 50-kHz USVs, suggesting that at 
least in the context of daily experimenter-induced stimulation in juvenile rats 
there is no functional difference between the two types of call. The levels of FM 
calls were somewhat lower in both sexes compared to the flat USVs at baseline, 
whilst after a period of social housing this difference was visible in male rats 
only. Previously, more trill-type USVs than flat USVs have been reported in 
response to tickling in adult females [444] and the difference between the two 
groups was accounted solely by a number of emitted 50-kHz FM USVs. It 
seems reasonable to assume that differences in experimental design stand 
behind these variations, suggesting that if the tickling procedure is started when 
the animals have reached the adult age, the resulting USV profile may differ to 
a certain extent from the conditions where tickling sessions have been started at 
weaning. An age-related decreases in USV response to tickling have been 
reported [656], and, in the light of the abovementioned results, it may be 
suggested that the flat-type 50-kHz USVs show earlier age-related decline, 
probably related to its primary communicative value in the initiation of social 
interactions [448] that declines as animals mature. It was proposed that flat 
USVs may serve a function of the social coordination [446], whereas FM calls 
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signal dopamine-dependent reward or appetitive state [442] and are elevated, 
compared to the flat calls, by an acute amphetamine administration [456, 657]. 
Recently it was found that flat calls are more prevalent in single-housed rats, 
whereas FM differentiates spontaneous vocalisations in group-housed rats 
[657]. These authors also identified 14 different categories of 50-kHz USVs and 
established inter-individual differences in the composition of call profiles [657].  

In our experiments the animals were always single-housed during the 
tickling sessions over the first two weeks, since the 50-kHz response to tickling 
had been shown to be greater in such conditions [483]. The number of tickling-
induced 50-kHz USVs decreased during periods of social housing, which has 
been found to reduce 50-kHz USVs already 48 h after the relocation of single-
housed animals into group-housing [459], but the divide between HC and LC 
animals was retained. It is noteworthy that the levels of FM chirps did not 
decrease in females over the period of social housing, and the decrease in flat 
USVs was not significant in female LC-rats. This suggests that at least in LC 
females social housing has a different effect on USVs than in other groups (and 
more so on FM chirps), that seems a reasonable assumption in the context that 
females have been found to have different social behaviour profiles than males 
[658, 659], and remain playful longer after puberty compared to males [660]. 

We also studied the emission of low-frequency USVs in the range of 22 kHz 
that are believed to signify situationʼs aversiveness for the animal and as-
sociated anxiety [440]. Rats emit 22-kHz USVs as warning calls when the 
source of danger is distant; when the predator is proximal the rat will either 
become silent or emit sonic warning squeals [661, 662], hence if tickling 
session is perceived as an immediate danger by a rat, we can expect no 22-kHz 
USVs and therefore it is more problematic to assess the negative valence of 
manipulations in our experimental design. 

In order to learn whether the 22- and 50-kHz USVs, and hence the emotional 
messages they carry, are mutually exclusive, the associations between the two 
types of USVs were determined, and no significant correlations were found in 
untreated rats, although some female HC-rats tended to emit increasing levels of 
22-kHz USVs over repeated testing (Paper III). Previously, a negative corre-
lation between the two types of USVs has been found in rats bred for high 
levels of 50-kHz chirps [481]. Playback of 50-kHz USVs elicited in juvenile, 
but not adult rats, response vocalisations in the 22-kHz range [450] that may 
signify the frustration with unfulfilled promise of social interaction or some 
kind of anxiety. Human tactile stimulation is only a crude imitation of natural 
“rough and tumble” play between juvenile conspecifics, therefore a certain 
amount of discomfort for the tickled rat is expected to be produced by the 
clumsiness of human hand motions, and the absence of usual accompanying 
stimuli such as olfactory clues [663]. This implies that the 22- and 50-kHz 
USVs should be emitted simultaneously in specific situations, which was true in 
the present experiments, in which both types of USVs were detected in identical 
experimental conditions. Thus, the 22- and 50-kHz USVs are not mutually 
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exclusive, but permit the simultaneous expression of different facets of the 
experienced affective state. 

 
 

4.3.2. Behavioural and biochemical profiles of  
high and low chirpers 

 
Tickling on its own induced many changes in animalsʼ behaviour in our test 
battery, and, in some cases, the essence of these changes depended on the 
animalʼs level of emitted 50-kHz USVs. Tickling was found to increase activity 
levels in EPM and HC-rats of both sexes tended to be more active compared to 
the respective LC group in this test. In the exploration box test, tickling had 
almost no effect on HC-rats of both sexes, whilst the activity levels of LC-rats 
were consistently higher compared to both control and HC-rats of both sexes, 
but more prominent in females. It seems that the lower activity of HC-rats in the 
exploration box test is rather due to lower motivation to explore than heightened 
levels of anxiety, as the exploration box as an “unforced exploration” test 
allows the animal to remain inactive more easily than the elevated plus-maze. 
Exploring new areas has been found to be rewarding for rats [664], and as HC-
rats were selected based on their positive perception of tickling, it is unlikely 
that they have a general defect of the appetitive motivation. In the EPM, it were 
rather LC-rats, who had the tendency for a more passive behaviour, however, 
they still demonstrated somewhat less mindfulness of the open arms than 
untickled animals. It is hard to explain differences between LC- and HC-rats by 
invoking the differences in constitutional anxiety, therefore motivational as-
pects and affective styles should be considered. Both tickled groups irrespective 
of their sex had a tendency to ambulate more and leave the closed arms. This 
tendency can be likened to the effect observed in EPM after the repeated 
handling of juvenile rats [665, 666].    

Tickling had no effect on sucrose intake and preference in female rats, but 
tended to decrease these measures in male rats, and more systematically so in 
the HC group (Paper III). The lower intake of sweetened solution in HC-rats 
similarly points to the reduced incentive value for a putative range of appetitive 
stimuli, including novelty and sweet taste. This finding was not replicated in 
Paper IV, possibly because the daily tickling period was only two weeks, 
whereas it was 38 days and three weeks in two experiments in Paper III. In 
FST, immobility increased significantly on the second day in male HC-rats and 
swimming tended to decrease in both LC and HC groups (Experiment 1 Paper 
III). In the second part of the study HC male rats tended to have higher immobi-
lity on both days, whilst LC-rats engaged in more struggling (Experiment 2 
Paper III). Individual responsiveness to tickling had no influence on behaviour 
of female rats in FST. No significant differences were found between HC and 
LC animals in foot-shock induced freezing, however, history of tickling itself 
had a tendency to reduce freezing and defecations – a marker of a negative 
emotionality.  
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In summary, although HC animals show the propensity for a greater 50-kHz 
USV response to the tickling, indicative of a greater level of the subjectively 
experienced pleasure, these animals display an inhibited behaviour in some 
behavioural tests, expressed in the lower motivation to explore novel areas and 
to consume sweet solution, as well as a tendency to adopt more passive coping 
strategies in the forced swimming test. It is possible that the tickling procedure 
may condition the animals to receive a certain amount of hedonic stimulation on 
a daily basis that reduces in more receptive HC-rats motivation towards other 
potentially rewarding stimuli (i.e. novel areas, sweet solution). LC-rats are less 
susceptible to such stimulation and their behaviour is therefore closer to the 
results observed in naive rats in some tests, and is elevated beyond it in others. 
We may postulate that there is a certain similarity between the impact of the 
tickling on LC-rats and usual handling [667]. 

 In the dorsal striatum, LC males rats had higher serotonin turnover and LC 
females higher DA tissue levels, compared to control animals, as measured by 
ex vivo HPLC. LC females, but also HC females, exhibited higher dopamine D2 

receptor-dependent binding of [35S]GTPγS and lower receptor affinity in dorsal 
striatum than untickled controls. No association was found between chirping 
phenotype and the functional state of DA D2 receptors in NAcc or binding 
levels of [N-methyl-3H]citalopram in frontal cortex. Tickling eliminated sex-de-
pendent differences in D2 receptors functional state. The levels of DA and its 
metabolite in striatum were higher in untickled male rats compared to females, 
and tickling eliminated this difference. As a result, turnover of DA was lower in 
control males and this corresponded to the elevated functional state of DA-
activated receptor-G protein complex. Tickling-induced affectivity was in ge-
neral unrelated to the dopaminergic neurotransmission, suggesting that socially 
rewarding experiences are less dependent on activity of DA-ergic pathways and 
are rather mediated by opioid receptors [480].  

 
 
4.3.3. Effects of chronic variable stress on high and low chirpers 

 
Four weeks of CVS have decreased the levels of flat and FM 50-kHz USVs in 
male HC-rats, whilst no effect was visible on either measure in LC animals, 
possibly due to the floor effect. Post-stress male LC-and HC-rats no longer dif-
fered in the number of positively valenced calls, however LC animals started to 
emit more 22-kHz USVs. Due to very low levels of 50-kHz USVs in LC-rats no 
definite conclusion can be reached whether chronic stress affected this measure 
selectively in HC animals. 

Conditioned place aversion, induced by lithium chloride or naloxone injec-
tions, is accompanied by the concurrent increase 22-kHz USVs and decrease 
50-kHz USVs [445]. Similar results were obtained from the social defeat para-
digm [668]. Animals bred for high rates of 50-kHz calls also exhibit a conco-
mitant decrease in 22-kHz USVs compared to randomly bred animals, and vice 
versa in rats selectively bred for low rates of 50-kHz USVs [480, 481]. 
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Selective breeding for positively valenced calls increases the number of FM 
USVs, whereas flat calls tend to decrease somewhat compared to outbred cont-
rols [480].  

In females, stress had no effect on either type of 50-kHz chirps. No differen-
ce was found between HC and LC animals in 22-kHz USVs at baseline and pre-
stress testing.  

Post-stress, the levels of 22-kHz USVs have decreased in all groups except 
for the HC stress rats, resulting in a significant difference between the HC and 
LC stress groups that was opposite to the effect observed in males. This effect 
partly associates with the gradual increase in 22-kHz USVs over daily tickling 
sessions observed in female HC-rats in the previous experiment (Paper III). 
Based on the analysis of USVs, male LC-rats were more vulnerable to the nega-
tive impact of CVS, whereas it is hard to assess the stress regimenʼs impact on 
females.   

Chronic variable stress regimen significantly suppressed weight gain in male 
rats, but no divergence was found between the HC and LC animals, although 
separation from control animals occurred earlier and remained more stable in 
LC stress animals compared to the respective HC group. Weight gain suppres-
sion is considered an important indicator of the effectiveness of CVS [142], and 
the larger effect in LC stress rats is in concordance with the trends in ultrasonic 
vocalisations. In females, no differences were found between any groups in 
weight gain, suggesting that the stress procedure had only minor impact on 
fairer sex in the present experiment. No systematic differences in sucrose intake 
and preference were found between control and stressed HC animals of both 
sexes, but these measures were significantly lower in LC stress rats in com-
parison to unstressed animals, also regardless of gender. In males, LC stress rats 
had a tendency to consume and prefer less sucrose than respective HC group 
rats. Sucrose intake was increased over repeated testing in unstressed males. In 
females a similar, but less clear-cut tendency was evident. Repeated testing 
elevated sucrose intake in control animals of both sexes, however, this process 
was blocked by CVS in the stressed female rats and LC stress males, in the 
latter case linking the anhedonic state with a higher sensitivity to chronic stress. 

It has been previously observed that females and males react differently to 
chronic stress both behaviourally [669] and neurochemically [597, 670]. Female 
rats are less prone to develop anhedonia [671] and are more reactive toward 
novelty [672, 673]. Female rats are also more resistant to the state of learned 
helplessness [429]. Social housing has been shown to dampen some adverse 
stress effects in both sexes [674, 675], but also influence their behaviour in a 
gender-specific manner. 

Male rats were generally more active in the exploration box compared to 
females. This was significant on the first day in the LC stress group and on the 
second day in all groups, except for HC control. In males, chronic stress ele-
vated the exploratory activity, especially in LC stress rats. In females, HC 
animals of both control and stress groups tended to be more exploratory, but 
differences were small and rarely reached the level of statistical significance. 
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Possibly, unstressed male LC-rats have higher motivation to explore novel 
environments that is suppressed by a higher anxiety on the first encounter with 
the test apparatus as the differences between HC and LC animals became signi-
ficant on the second testing. Activity of male HC control rats did not habituate 
on the second test exposure, suggesting that impulsivity had little impact on 
their behaviour during the first testing session. Although stress did not affect 
exploratory behaviour in female rats, it is of interest that in both sexes the 
groups with higher activity in the exploration box test were the same in which 
stress increased 22-kHz USVs. Hence, the higher exploration levels in these 
groups may rather reflect higher reactivity to various environmental stimuli than 
lower levels of anxiety. 

Similarly to the experiments in Paper III, unstressed animals of both sexes 
did not differ in their activities on the first day of testing in FST. On the re-
exposure to the water tank, immobility increased in every male group, the least 
so in HC control rats and the most in LC stress animals. This is yet another 
evidence of heightened stress sensitivity in LC-rats. In this case the immobility 
rose on the second day of testing that suggests the primary importance of acute 
stressfulness of the first water immersion. Interestingly, in male HC control rats 
on the second day of testing, immobility rose concurrently with struggling, 
whereas swimming levels declined. It is quite an unusual combination perhaps 
suggesting some causative role for a catecholaminergic neurotransmission, 
which is generally associated with SNRI-induced preferential increase in clim-
bing [132], though this hypothesis does not explain the concurrent increase in 
immobility, furthermore, the depletion of NA stores has no effect on climbing 
[676]. In female rats neither chirping, nor CVS, differentiated the experimental 
groups.  

 
 

4.3.4. Effects of chronic variable stress and  
gender on cerebral oxidative metabolism 

 
In control groups, significant sex differences were revealed in COX activity in 
more than half of the 85 brain regions studied, with male and female rats having 
higher metabolic activity in 40 and 17 regions, respectively. In males, CVS 
elevated metabolic activity in 8 brain regions of LC-rats, 3 brain regions of HC-
rats and lowered it in the locus coeruleus of HC-rats. Accordingly, in females, 
CVS reduced metabolic activity in the shell region of nucleus accumbens and 
anterior cingulate cortex, as well as elevated it in red nucleus of LC-rats; whilst 
COX activity was reduced in 5 regions of HC-rats, among them red nucleus. 
Thus, red nucleus was the only region with the opposite stress-related changes 
in metabolism in females; there was no such region in males. Red nucleus was 
also associated with an increase stress-induced metabolic activity in male HC-
rats, therefore modulating the stress response in 3 out of 4 groups. Acute intra-
cerebroventricular administration of CRF significantly elevates 2DG uptake in 
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red nucleus [588]. It also expresses CRF receptorʼs mRNA [677, 678], but its 
transcriptional activity following an acute stress is weak [590].  

Additionally, in anteromedial thalamic nucleus, both control and stressed 
female HC-rats had higher COX activity compared to males, but there was no 
difference between sexes in LC animals. In anterior olfactory nuclei (lateral, 
ventral, and medial), female rats had lower COX activity, and stress increased 
further the difference between sexes. In the bed nucleus of stria terminalis and 
medial preoptic nucleus of hypothalamus, no difference was found between 
sexes in control animals, but stress decreased oxidative metabolism in female 
rats. In medial amygdala, hippocampal zones CA1–CA3, temporal cortex (areas 
1 and 3), ventrolateral nucleus of thalamus, anteroventral thalamic nucleus, 
perirhinal cortex, nucleus of the horizontal limb of the diagonal band, and infe-
rior colliculi (central nucleus and external cortex) stress increased COX activity 
in male LC-rats, resulting in a difference in oxidative metabolism between 
stressed HC- and LC-rats in these regions. In addition to red nucleus, stress 
increased COX levels in median raphe and ventral anterior olfactory nucleus of 
male HC-rats. In the anteroventral thalamic nucleus female HC control rats had 
higher COX activity than respective LC-rats: no difference was found between 
stressed HC and LC animals, as CVS increased metabolic activity in the LC 
group and decreased it in the HC group. In occipital cortex, female LC-rats had 
higher COX levels than HC-rats, and stress eliminated the difference in area  
1 M. In perirhinal cortex, stressed female LC-rats had higher COX than cont-
rols. In central and medial parts of amygdala, ventral tegmental area, and 
subiculum stress decreased COX activity in female HC animals.  

Majority of differences in brain metabolism were sex-related. This points to 
the role of steroid hormones in the regulation of cerebral metabolism. Many of 
the regions with the strongest expression of oestrogen and androgen receptor 
proteins and mRNA – such as: medial preoptic and supraoptic areas of the 
hypothalamus, anterior olfactory nucleus, and amygdala nuclei – exhibit clear 
sex-dependent differences in COX activity [679–681]. For example, the predo-
minant sex hormone in females, which can also be synthesised from testoste-
rone in males – 17β-estradiol carries out important role as an energy regulator 
[682]. Its application increases an expression of glucose transporter proteins 
Glut3 and Glut4, as well as insulin growth factor-1 (IGF1) mRNA and proteins 
[683]; activity of glycolytic enzymes [684]; protein expression and activity of 
cytochrome c oxidaseʼs subunits [685, 686]; and ATP levels [687] – thus co-
ordinating a complex biochemical process starting from the glucose uptake by 
brain cells and finishing with the mitochondrial respiration and gene 
transcription [682].  

Sex-differences in the distribution of classical neurotransmitters have also 
been studied. Female rats have higher serotonin tissue levels or turnover in 
many brain regions, including limbic forebrain [688], hippocampus [689], 
hypothalamus [690, 691], and dorsal raphe [692]. We also observed the lower 
5-HT transporter binding capacity in the frontal cortex of female controls, 
whereas serotonin turnover was higher than in males regardless of chirping 
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levels. In Paper III, sex-dependent differences were also found in DA- and NA-
ergic neurotransmission. 

Sex-dependent morphological and physiological differences have also been 
associated with numerous extra neurotransmitter systems, for example: cho-
linergic [693], glutamatergic and GABA-ergic [694], dopaminergic [695, 696]. 
We had no experimentally naive rats in the study, therefore it is not possible to 
estimate, how much of the observed divergence in the cerebral metabolism 
between males and females is due to the interaction with the experimental hand-
ling and testing, and what share of it may reflect a more fundamental diffe-
rential brain functioning.  

Chronic stress has elevated COX activity in male rats regardless of their 
chirping levels. This result replicates CVS effects on cerebral metabolic activity 
from Paper II. AVN and PAG were two other brain regions with CVS-related 
metabolism increase in Paper II. In the current study, AVN had a tendency 
toward higher COX activity only in LC stress rats, whereas neighbouring 
anteroventral thalamic nuclei were also statistically more metabolically active 
selectively in LC stress animals. Both acute and chronic stressors are associated 
with the elevated c-fos and zif/268 expression in anteroventral thalamus [589, 
590, 697]. Periaqueductal grey matter was no more metabolically active 
because of CVS in this study. Tickling period that preceded CVS probably had 
reinforced the association of experimenters with positive affective states, and 
reduced an overall defensiveness in animals during subsequent experimental 
procedures. Cytochrome c oxidase levels were also preferentially elevated in 
LC stress male rats in medial amygdala, which were also increased in one of 
our previous studies [698]. However, the overall similarity in the metabolic 
changes between these studies is low. Both studies are unified by the general 
tendency of CVS to increase the brain metabolic activity. In contrast, our latest 
study on social defeat stress demonstrated the overall stress-induced decrease in 
cerebral oxidative metabolism in male rats [548]; and, in the discussed study, 
CVS was associated with attenuated COX levels in female rats; suggesting a 
complex non-linear relationship between chronic stress and brainʼs energetic 
state. Locus coeruleus was the only brain region showing a CVS-associated 
decrease in COX activity. Attenuation of its metabolic activity may be linked to 
the well-established phenomenon of physiological desensitisation of LC by the 
repeated stress or CRF administration [699].  

Several studies of COX activity had used both male and female subjects. 
Cortical metabolic activity was studied in 6-week-old Sprague-Dawley juvenile 
rats: males were found to have lower COX levels in the dorsolateral and orbital 
prefrontal cortices, and in the posterior parietal cortex [700]. We observed the 
same tendency in parietal cortex, but the opposite was true for prefrontal areas. 
In 3-months old Wistar rats, metabolic changes caused by the training in Morris 
water maze were explored [701]. Compared to naive subjects, males showed 
decreased and females increased COX activity in the range of non-overlapping 
brain regions. Sex-differences in cerebral metabolism in naive animals were not 
investigated [701], nevertheless, the direction of regional metabolic differences 
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between the naive animals seemed quite well matched to our measurements 
from the control rats. As we had no naive rats in our experiment, direct compa-
rison between these studies and ours in not possible.  

In conclusion, brain metabolic adaptation to CVS was sex-dependent, and 
larger changes were found in stressed LC males and HC females. Sex differen-
ces in stress response brain circuitry are also being identified in humans [702, 
703], and precise understanding of the nature of these changes in model 
organisms will help us in devising improved preclinical animal models. 
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5. GENERAL SUMMARY 
 

Studies, included in the dissertation, confirmed that phenotype-based approach 
has a place as a tool for improving validity of animal models of affective states 
and for identifying novel targets in search for psychopathological mechanisms 
in affective states. However, such a fine-tuning of animal models also increases 
the complexity and variability of results, which suggests a strong necessity to 
develop a structured way to reliably asses the dimensionality of animal beha-
viour. From the presented behavioural phenotypes, low chirping male rats seem 
to be the most vulnerable to stressful stimulation. They co-express symptoms of 
anhedonia and passive coping strategies and show discrete changes in cerebral 
oxidative metabolism. Low exploratory male rats is another behavioural pheno-
type that showed some promising stress-associated changes in behaviour, 
however, behavioural profile of LE-rats is more ambiguous, and there was no 
unique changes in brain metabolic activity to CVS regimen. The heterozygous 
genetic model of disturbed glutamatergic synaptic release and cycling, 
VGLUT1+/– mice demonstrated CVS-induced anhedonia and behavioural help-
lessness, as well as deficits in GABA tissue levels. Levels of several pre-
synaptic and plasma transporters, responsible for glutamate and GABA cycling, 
were changed in a compensatory manner to the reduced VGLUT1 synthesis. 
These neurochemical rebalancing did not affect the cerebral oxidative meta-
bolism, most likely because glutamate tissue levels were unaffected.   

Sex-dependent differences in rats in behavioural adaptation to CVS and in 
cerebral oxidative metabolism were identified. Female rats demonstrated a 
better stress-tolerance and had fewer CVS-associated changes in cytochrome c 
oxidase activity. 
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SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN 
 

Aju oksüdatiivne metabolism ja kroonilise muutliku stressi mõju 
afektiivsete seadumuste loomkatsemudelites 

 
Depressiivset meeleolu võib määratleda kui pikaajalist hajutatud negatiivset 
afektiivsust koos alanenud motivatsiooniga püstitada eesmärke, läbi viia struk-
tureerituid tegevusi ja suhestuda sotsiaalse ümbruskonnaga. Meeleoluhäirete 
diagnoosimine ja nende ravi tarbeks tehtavad kulutused on viimastel aasta-
kümnetel arenenud ühiskondades pidevalt tõusnud. Aju arhitektuurse üldplaani 
säilimine imetajate evolutsioonis ja põhiemotsioonide sarnasus eri loomaliikidel 
annab lootuse välja töötada valiidsemad loomkatsemudelid afektiivsete protses-
side ja nendega seotud patoloogiate uurimiseks. 

 Üha enam kerkib esile vajadus eristada loomi nende individuaalsete käitumis-
seadumuste kaudu, välja töötada valiidsed instrumendid mõõtmiseks loomade 
püsivaid käitumuslikke fenotüüpe ja ideaalis luua ka nende isiksusstruktuuri 
mudel ja selle määramiseks sobiv testidepatarei. Käesolevas väitekirjas vaadel-
dakse kaht püsivatel käitumuslikel fenotüüpidel põhinevat ja üht geneetilist 
loomkatsemudelit, mis on mõeldud afektiivsete protsesside kaudu haavatava-
mate katseloomade väljavalimiseks või tekitamiseks. Sellised emotsionaalselt 
haavatavamad loomad võimaldavad täpsemalt uurida stressi mõju psühhopata-
loogilistele protsessidele ning valiidsemalt reprodutseerida inimese depressiooni 
laadset seisundit. Teisalt võimaldavad afektiivselt vähemhaavatavamad katse-
loomad uurida stressi mõju ja meeleoluhäirete tekke eest kaitsvaid neurobio-
loogilisi mehhanisme.  

Esimene kahel polaarsel käitumisfenotüübil põhinev loomkatsemudel on 
vähe- ja palju-uudistavad rotid. Käitumusliku fenotüübi määramine selles loom-
katsemudelis toimub uudiskastis. Uudiskast kujutab endast suurt avarvälja, 
millele on paigaldatud kolm roti jaoks uudset objekti, ning väikest ja hämarat 
külgkambrit, kuhu loom saab peitu pugeda ja ennast suhteliselt turvalisemalt 
tunda. Uudiskasti-käitumist skooritakse teise päeva 15-minutilise käitumisses-
siooni põhjal. Sealt saadud uudistamisskooride põhjal jaotatakse loomad vasta-
valt kas väheuudistavaiks, kes praktiliselt ei sisene avarväljale, või palju-uudis-
tavaiks, kelle uudistamisjuhtude arv ületab 100.  

Teine käitumisfenotüübil põhinev loomkatsemudel on eksperimentaatori-
poolse manuaalse stimulatsiooni ehk kõdistamise (mis imiteerib noorloomade 
omavahelist “müramist”) poolt esilekutsutud ultrahelihäälitsuste mõõtmine. Ni-
melt seondub 50-kHz sagedusel esitatud ultrahelihäälitsuste hulk positiivse 
valentsiga meeleoluseisunditega. 50-kHz ultrahelihäälitsuste hulk on indivi-
duaalselt püsiv ning me kasutasime seda asjaolu loomade jagamiseks gruppi-
desse mediaanipõhiselt.  

Kolmadaks mudeliks oli heteresügootne hiire nokautmudel, millel oli välja 
lülitatud vesikulaarse glutamaadi transporteri 1 (VGLUT 1) geeni üks kahest al-
leelist. VGLUT1 ensüüm vastutab ajus levinuima virgatsaine glutamaadi vesiiku-
litesse pakendamise eest presünaptilistes aksonilõpmetes ja selle aktiivsus on 
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üheks faktoriks presünaptiliselt vabastatava virgatsaine koguse määramisel. 
Meeleoluhäiretega inimestel on leitud suurenenud glutamaadi/ GABA suhe, ja 
seda endofenotüüpi omavad ka VGLUT1+/– hiired.  

Kõigis kolmes mudelis rakendati loomadele kroonilist muutlikku stressi 
depressiooni-laadse afektiivse seisundi esilekutsumiseks ning mõõdeti oksüda-
tiivset ajumetabolismi tsütokroom c oksüdaasi histokeemia abil. Tsütokroom c 
oksüdaas (COX) on mitokondrilise hingamisahela neljas komponent ning tema 
aktiivsus määrab ära umbes 95% kogu energiatootmisest ajus, seega mõõtes 
COX akumulatsiooni erinevates ajupiirkondades saab hea ettekujutuse nende 
piirkondade pikaajalistest aktivatsioonimustritest. Depressiivsetel inimestel on 
leitud seos mõnede ajupiirkondade glükoosi utilisatsiooni määra ja haiguse 
sügavuse vahel, seega on aju energeetiline kaardistamine üheks viisiks meele-
oluhäirete patoloogiliste mehhanismide väljaselgitamisel.  

Läbiviidud uuringud kinnitasid käitumuslikel fenotüüpidel põhineva lähene-
mise kasulikkust praegu kasutusel olevate afektiivsete seisundite loomkatse-
mudelite valiidsuse parendamisel ja afektiivsuse psühhopatoloogiliste mehha-
nismidega seotud uute sihtmärkide tuvastamisel. Vähe 50-kHz-häälitsevad 
isasrotid osutusid läbitestitud käitumuslikest fenotüüpidest stressi poolt enim 
haavatavateks. Kroonilise muutliku stressi tagajärjel arenes neil anhedoonia 
ning nad eelistasid passiivseid toimetulekustrateegiaid, lisaks esines neil roh-
kem stressijärgseid ajumetabolismi regionaalseid muutusi.  

Väheuudistavad rotid olid teiseks käitumuslikuks fenotüübiks, kellel esinesid 
mõned paljulubavad stressijärgsed käitumise muutused, kuid mitte nii selgelt, 
nagu vähe 50-kHz-häälitsevatel isastel. Samuti ei esinenud neil unikaalseid 
stressi poolt põhjustatud muutusi regionaalses ajumetabolismis.  

VGLUT1 geeni osalise nokaudiga hiirtel suurenes samuti anhedoonia kroo-
nilise muutliku stressi tagajärjel ning mitmes käitumiskatses paistsid nad abitu-
mad kui geneetiliselt muundamata hiired. Nende ajukoe GABA tasemed olid 
vähenenud ning mitmetes glutamaadi ja GABA ringluse eest vastutavates 
presünaptilise ja rakumembraanide transportervalkude tasemetes olid aset leid-
nud kompensatoorsed muutused. Selline neurokeemiline ümbertasakaalus-
tamine ei avaldanud mõju oksüdatiivsele ajumetabolismile, tõenäoliselt seoses 
glutamaadi tasemete muutmatusega.  

Paljud metaboolsed ja käitumuslikud muutused olid tänu kroonilisele muutli-
kule stressile soospetsiifilised. Üldiselt oli emaste rottide kroonilise muutliku 
stressi taluvusvõime käitumiskatsetes suurem ning neil esines vähem stressi-
järgseid ajumetabolismi regionaalseid muutusi. 
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